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Abstract

Currently there is a demand for practical ways to integrate ecological insights into

practices of design, which previously have lacked a substantive empirical basis. In the

process of developing the Albano Resilient Campus, a transdisciplinary group of ecologists,

design scholars, and architects pioneered a conceptual innovation, and a new paradigm of

urban sustainability and development: Social-Ecological Urbanism. Social-Ecological

Urbanism is based on the frameworks of Ecosystem Services and Resilience thinking. This

approach has created novel ideas with interesting repercussions for the international debate

on sustainable urban development. From a discourse point of view, the concept of SEU can

be seen as a next evolutionary step for sustainable urbanism paradigms, since it develops

synergies between ecological and socio-technical systems. This case study collects ‘best

practices’ that can lay a foundational platform for learning, innovation, partnership and trust

building within the field of urban sustainability. It also bridges gaps in existing design

approaches, such as Projective Ecologies and Design Thinking, with respect to a design

methodology with its basis firmly rooted in Ecology.
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Introduction

We are currently in the geological epoch known as the Anthropocene. Humankind

now has influence over the majority Earth’s planetary systems: the atmosphere, biosphere,

geosphere, and hydrosphere (Hight 2014; Folke 2016). When the current geological epoch

started remains contested but generally is argued to coincide with the Industrial Revolution

and the widespread implementation of fossil fuels. For much of this modern history, we

humans were largely ignorant of our impacts on planetary processes.

However, since the 1960’s our awareness has been catching up with our growing

influence. The birth of the Environmentalism movement, heralded by Rachel Carson’s Silent

Spring, spawned many new avenues of thought on our social constructs of ‘Nature’, and

society’s relationship with it (Reed & Lister 2014; Corner 2014). In the fields of urban design

and planning: Ian McHarg’s Design With Nature sought to give urban and land use planners

tools for incorporating dimensions of ecosystems into the planning process; the architect and

design theorist Paolo Soleri tried to developed a new paradigm for urban form and design

with highly complex, dense, and miniaturized cities (i.e. of a pedestrian scale, rather than that

of automobiles) adapted to and incorporating their local ecologies, as described in his seminal

book Arcology: City in the Image of Man (Appendix A, Figure 1, 2, 3). In the field of

sociology, Jane Jacobs’ The Death and Life of Great American Cities, and Nan Fairbrother’s

New Lives, New Landscapes, each exposed the dynamics of human relationships and societal

processes when interacting with urban and rural environments, respectively, and when

combined offer a holistic urban-to-rural view of important considerations of our built

environments.

These are but a few of those who started to reimagined how the practices of

architecture and planning could be transformed to incorporate nature and ecological thinking,

and reimagine societies’ relationships and re-integration with their life-supporting

ecosystems. However, while these early thinkers recognized the nature-deteriorating

shortcomings of modern planning and design practices, and had visions for more

ecologically-conscious alternatives, they had little in the way of an empirical basis with

which to operationalize them.

At around the same time, parallel advancements were being made in the relatively

young field of ecology, and in our fundamental understanding of the biosphere to which we

belong. Among others, C.S. Holling’s dynamic equilibrium theory for the developing
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Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) and Resilience frameworks offered planners and

managers new tools with which to understand and cope with real-world complexities. This

also shifted the emphasis from a Command & Control style of ecosystem and resource

management, prone to eventual long-term failures, towards one of managing human

responses and behaviors towards linked social and ecological CAS (Holling & Goldberg

1971).

Urban planners and designers have begun to realize that cities are such coupled social

and ecological systems (Berkes & Folke 1998), and that there may be a role for human

agency in shaping the biosphere by changing the way we create our increasingly urban

habitats. While this understanding about the management and functioning of cities may be

gaining acceptance, the willingness to transform urban planning and design practices to suit

this approach will require experimentation and leadership. There have been calls for more

explicit examples of an operationalized theory of Resilience theory applied cases of urban

planning and design (Erixon et al. 2013; Pickett et al. 2004). However, property developers

following conventional profit-driven development models have historically been unlikely to

fund and pursue untested experimental projects, due to an economic conservatism averse to

risk (Jacobs 1992). This begs the question of where such innovations can be tested and

sourced from.

Higher education campuses, with their dual missions of generating new knowledge

and seeking its applications for the betterment of society may be such “living labs,” with the

willingness to imbue their own physical development with place-based learning and

experimentation (Pulkkinen 2015). Building upon the knowledge and ecological paradigm of

Resilience and CAS, Social-Ecological Systems (SES) and Resilience Thinking have

emerged as contemporary analytical frameworks suited to transdisciplinary research, and

have been developed and advanced by the Stockholm Resilience Center (SRC) as an

institution of transdisciplinary researchers. In 2009 with an opportunity to do such an

experiment using their own campus at Stockholm University (SU), a group of researchers

from the SRC started a collaboration with architecture researchers from the Royal Institute of

Technology (KTH), the Beijer Institute and the architecture firm KIT, who came to be known

collectively as the Patchwork group, to develop an alternative vision for the development of

the university’s future campus at the Albano site, within the adjacent National Urban Park.

Their work formed the basis of an new and innovative urban planning and design

methodology, based on a long research tradition on local institutions, Ecosystem Services
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(ES) and SES Resilience (Berkes & Folke 1998; Berkes et al. 2003; Barthel et al. 2005),

which they called Social-Ecological Urbanism (SEU).

Aim of the thesis

This thesis derives from the publication “Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism

(Barthel et al. 2013)1”, and additionally further work on the subject by Hanna Erixon Aalto

and colleagues (Erixon et al. 2013; Erixon Aalto & Ernstson 2017; Erixon Aalto 2017;

Erixon Aalto & Marcus, in progress)2. Patchwork’s Albano case study was an important pilot

project for establishing the emerging field of SEU. Urban plans and designs must meet a

multitude of common challenges but at the same time need to be suited to unique landscape

and city contexts, with their own specific community project goals with trade-offs being

balanced on a case by case basis. Of great value are the general insights and best practices

gleaned from contexts where innovative projects have been realized, and their operations

studied. This thesis aims to gather such insights about the transdisciplinary and co-creative

design process that lead to the development of the Albano Resilient Campus (ARC) vision for

Stockholm University.

Research Question

What best practices can be derived from the collective experiences of the

Patchwork team, in order to facilitate the use and proliferation of the SEU design

methodology for those interested in implementing it?

Theoretical framework

There is no shortage of literature addressing Urban Design & Planning or Urban

Ecology, as separate domains of practice and research. However, there exists limited

literature concerning the integration of the SES Resilience framework together with design

methodologies, with SEU being a notable exception - though thus far, SEU is limited to the

single Albano case study which is still, at the time of writing, in the process of construction.

1 This publication was produced with equal input from the whole Patchwork group: Stephan Barthel, Johan
Colding, Henrik Ernstson, Hanna Erixon, Sara Grahn, Carl Kärsten, Lars Marcus, and Jonas Torsvall
2 Erixon Aalto has studied the SEU design process since 2010, and she will defend her PhD thesis 2017.
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In their anthology Projective Ecologies (2014), Chris Reed and Nina-Marie Lister describe

the growing need and desire on the part of designers to incorporate ecology into their

practices and ways of thinking. They outline three contemporary conceptualizations of

ecology: (1) as a simplified Model of complex real-world processes; (2) as a cultural

Metaphor used to frame our thinking and describe society’s relationship to the natural world;

and (3) as a Medium which we can modify, and to some extent design ecosystems. Projective

Ecologies’ treatment of the concept ecology, especially as a creative medium, closely

resembles that of SEU, and indeed both frameworks share common source material (e.g.

Holling & Goldberg 1971).

The practice of landscape architecture comes the closest to the SES/SEU approach in

trying to meet both social and ecological needs, yet in general lacks an empirical basis for

ecological designs. SEU does offer this, for instance through the use of Ecosystem Services

and Adaptive Co-Management (ACM) (Folke et al. 2005; Olsson et al. 2006), and could be

applied more broadly than landscape architecture, presumably into all fields of design.

Design Thinking (Appendix A, Figure 11) is likely the most similar design framework to

SEU, though Design Thinking’s use for social-ecological applications remains limited. One

explanation for this is that Design Thinking has remained divided between two

methodologies, Whole System vs. Design Lab (see Table 3), neither of which is ideally suited

to addressing issues of ecology and the complexity of SES; though it has been suggested that

a synthesis approach (such as SEU) could resolve this knowledge-gap in design practice

(Westley & McGowan 2014).

Case study description

The work with the Albano Resilient Campus (ARC) involved a process of

collaborative design between the Stockholm University (SU) Administration and researchers

at the Stockholm Resilience Centre (SRC), the Beijer Institute, and the School of

Architecture at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH). Transdisciplinary collaborations

where conducted between scholars coming from the fields of ecology and natural resource

management, and practitioners and researchers in architecture and urban design. Eventually,

the scope of transdisciplinary collaboration also included those outside the Patchwork, as

employees of SU together with practitioners in architecture and urban planning from
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Akademiska Hus (AH) and Stockholm Municipality, and local stakeholders began

exchanging knowledge and terminology in newly productive ways (Barthel et al. 2013).

In June 2010, an alternative vision for the new campus area at Albano was presented

to the City planning office, local politicians and the university’s leadership. This vision won

support from the real-estate manager (AH), the future tenant (SU), and guarded support from

civil society organizations mobilizing to protect Stockholm’s surrounding National Urban

Park. Several further investigations, reports and alterations were undertaken until the fall of

2012 when the City Council of Stockholm approved a detailed plan based on the ARC vision.

This detailed plan calls for 150,000 m2 of building construction, including apartments for

students and researchers, which simultaneously supports ecological connectivity in the wider

landscape, as well as an emphasis on social-spatial connectivity with the inner-city of

Stockholm.

Additional aims of the urban designs of the ARC are to make the campus area the

preferred meeting site for the three largest universities in Scandinavia (KTH, SU and the

Karolinska Institute), while also increasing the capacity of the area to generate Ecosystem

Services (ES). Tentative designs (sensu Erixon et al., 2013) include the use of local

conditions for energy production, the greening of buildings with vegetation relating to the

surrounding landscape, and the development of new habitats supporting the landscape-

ecological processes of species migration, pollination, and seed-dispersal. The ARC vision

also involves the development of social institutions related to Active Ground (i.e. Urban

Green Commons) (Barthel et al. 2013; Colding & Barthel 2013), which allow local civic

organizations, students, and scholars to become managers and stewards of habitats and

natural resources in the area (e.g. from wetlands and ponds, to allotment gardens).

Construction started in early 2016 and the estimated cost of development is €500 million.

Implementation of the ARC vision could be considered a success for many reasons,

from a sustainability point of view. The projected is expected to make a positive contribution

(both as a model and in its own right) towards the development of, and transition to

Stockholm’s low-carbon economy. Perhaps the largest innovation is that the project focuses

on Social-Ecological Resilience for adapting to climate change, as well as mitigation

measures to reduce carbon consumption, as the central focus of its urban planning and design.

For instance, the integrated-campus development plans will include better local and regional

mobility solutions: within the SU campus itself, between the three major universities, and
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with the rest of the city (e.g. with an emphasis on walking, bicycling and public transport).

The project will also include novel energy solutions that will be continuously updated in

order to parallel technological innovations. Climate adaptation designs include carbon

sequestering design elements (through nature-based solutions like biomass), which

simultaneously support the generation of local ES. Additional benefits of this work include

several funded research projects at KTH, the Swedish Environmental Research Institute

(IVL) and the SRC.

The process of developing ARC has also resulted in conceptual innovation, and a new

paradigm of urban sustainability and development: SEU. SEU is based on ES and resilience

thinking, while including socio-technical systems thinking in the detailed urban planning

framework (Barthel et al. 2013). This approach has created novel ideas with interesting

repercussions for the international debate on sustainable urban development. From a

discourse point of view, the concept of SEU can be seen as a next evolutionary step after the

dominance of the Smart Growth and other sustainable urbanism paradigms, since it deals

with designs for mitigation of carbon emissions combined with measures to enhance adaptive

capacities concerning climate change. SEU does so by developing synergies between

ecological and socio-technical systems. In that respect, SEU can be seen as a scientific

upgrading of the often referred to landscape urbanism concepts (Steiner 2011).

Collaborations that have emerged directly from the ARC project, both locally and

regionally, include partnerships with the KTH School of Architecture, the Beijer Institute of

Ecological Economics, the SRC, Urban Mistra Futures at Chalmers in Gothenburg, and with

the Metropolitan University of Helsinki (of which this thesis is part). A benefit from this

thesis case study is that it may be used as an example of ’best practices’ for the building of a

science-practice network in the Baltic region that can lay a foundational platform for

learning, innovation, partnership and trust building within the field of urban sustainability.
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Methods

This is an ethnographic case study based on qualitative interviews, which have been

inductively and deductively coded, and analyzed using a SES Resilience and Projective

Ecologies/Design Thinking lens.

Table 1 A list of the Interviewees and their reference number to primary documents, institution, profession with
epistemology, and Patchwork membership status

Ref.
#

Name Institution Profession: Epistemology Patchwork
Member

7 Stephan Barthel SRC Ecologist: SES YES
9 Johan Colding SRC Ecologist: SES YES
6 Henrik Ernstson SRC Ecologist: SES; Political Ecology YES
8 Lars Marcus KTH Architecture: Urban Morphology; Space

Syntax
YES

1 Hanna Erixon KTH Architecture: Comprehensive Narratives YES
5 Jonas Torsvall KIT Architect YES
2 Kersti Hedqvist SU Administrator NO
10 Olof Olsson SRC Administrator NO
3 Anders Rosqvist AH Administrator NO
4 Jerker Nyblom AH Project Leader, Landscape Architect NO

Qualitative interviews were chosen to gain a deeper understanding of design and

development process, to be analyzed deductively with codes drawn from different approaches

in design literature, and inductively from topics emerging from interviewees’ experiences.

The computer aided qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) ATLAS.ti 7 was used for

coding transcripts, organizing quotations and memos, and keeping a research log. The

Framework method was chosen for qualitative analysis (Gale et al. 2013), for its ease of use,

considering my experience as a primary investigator, and for its suitability to the subject

matter.

Initial interviewees were identified based on their participation in the Patchwork team,

with additional interviews with participants in the wider ARC project collected on the basis

of interviewee recommendations, i.e. an informal snowballing method. Ten participants

agreed to take part in audio-recorded, semi-structured interviews lasting between 45-75

minutes. Each participant was only interviewed once.

The interview guide (Appendix A, Table 4) was developed from literature (Reed &

Lister 2014; Felson 2013; Felson et al. 2013; Jones 1981; Plattner n.d.), and my personal

experience using the SEU methodology in the 2015 Nordic Case Competition (NCC) at Aalto

University, an annual design competition based on the Principles of SEU book (Barthel et al.

2013). Based on participants’ experiences, my interview guide sought to explore aspects of
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the chronology and key events of the ARC project, the formation and transdisciplinary nature

of the design team (i.e. Patchwork), the design process that they developed (i.e. the SEU

methodology), contextual factors important to the acceptance of SEU and the ARC vision,

and finally implementing SEU in other contexts. This guide was used for each interview,

though there were different follow-up questions pertaining to each interviewee’s answers.

Audio recordings were then transcribed verbatim using Express Scribe Transcription

Software, and coded with ATLAS.ti, using a coding system developed following the

methodology outlined by Susanne Friese (2014). Quotations were tagged as best practices if

interviewees explicitly stressed the topic as being significant in some way (e.g. “key,

important, crucial, helpful,” etc.), if they were stated as imperatives (e.g. “one should, we

should have,” etc.), if they were suggestions for future projects or others using the SEU

method, and topics or suggestions which I felt would be helpful based on my own

experiences using the SEU methodology.

It is important to keep in mind that this is a qualitative case study, based on the

opinions and experiences individuals, and therefore cannot to be interpreted in the same

manner as quantitative data, such as an interviews’ representativeness of a larger population,

etc. This doesn’t mean that qualitative studies aren’t subject to standards of rigor, objectivity

and transparency (Yin 2014). This qualitative study has been approved by the SRC Ethics

Committee.  A Plain Language Statement (see Appendix A) was sent to participants upon

their invitation, and informed consent was confirmed before the start of each interview.

Methodology for data and literature gathering

For gathering literature, I used “Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism” (Barthel et

al. 2013) as my starting point, and searched for additional material on design methodologies.

I also received suggested reading from interviews, especially from Hanna Erixon Aalto who

has previously researched the Albano Design process using different methods which have

been of importance for the work herein.
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Results

Participant Characteristics

A brief overview of interviewee characteristics is shown in Table 1 (Methods

section). Reference numbers listed in Table 1 refer to quotations taken from each individual’s

interview transcripts, i.e. primary documents. For example, 1:20(30:40) indicates a reference

to interviewee/primary document 1, quotation 20 from line 30 to line 40. The quotations

referenced can be found in the matrices used for the Framework analysis (see Appendix A),

as well as a collection of representative quotes (see Appendix B).

Starting Points

These best practices, suggested here as starting points, were used by the Patchwork in

their first group meetings (i.e. “internal workshops”) to communicate concepts of SES

Resilience and complexity in a legible way, i.e. developing Comprehensive Narratives

(Erixon Aalto & Marcus, in progress), to find a shared vision to work towards, and to start by

thinking about the wider landscape.

Laying the Groundwork

All those interviewed agreed that at least some understanding of the SES and

Resilience frameworks was necessary in order to begin working with SEU, and that their two

fundamental concepts needed to be communicated in a simple way: (1) that SES & SEU

assumes that nature environments provide for human wellbeing, even in cities; and (2)

Resilience is the ability to cope with the dynamics of an ever-changing SES system. It was

felt that the majority of people unfamiliar with the frameworks could at least understand these

two core aspects, and participate in designing with SEU. [Appendix B - “SES Resilience:

SEU’s core concepts”]

Beyond grasping the basics of these two foundational frameworks, teams should

ensure that they reach a mutual understanding of the more complicated SES Resilience,

architectural, and any other relevant concepts, by collectively forming their definitions in a

careful way. Alternatively, design teams can also co-create their own agreed upon concepts.

This knowledge co-creation process both increases the efficiency of communication and

learning processes necessary in transdisciplinary teams, and serves as a meaningful team-

building exercise. [Appendix B – “Defining and Co-creating concepts”]
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If teams have the opportunity, choosing a project site and context with the right

pressures or drivers favorable to SEU can be a great help (and with few examples of SEU

projects at present, perhaps even necessary) in shifting design and development practices

away from business as usual. If the site is already chosen, teams may be able to find or create

drivers via social networks connected with the site. Being selective with a project’s social-

ecological context can also help avoid potential conflicts over whether to allow for a

development project. In highly contested contexts, targeting brownfield sites for SEU

development may be preferable to greener/undeveloped sites because of net ES contribution

before vs. after, as was the case with ARC. [Appendix B - “Project Site & Context”]

Finding a Direction

Once a common understanding and working language has been established, and a

suitable project site selected, it was widely agreed that teams can begin to work in a common

direction by creating a shared vision and narrative of what they want to achieve. This can be

done in a number of ways, such as defining the design problem setup, starting with a broader

issue or ‘Relevant Challenge,’ or by combining shared interests. Then, teams should use all

of their combined knowledge systems, not only the academic ones, to develop solutions,

which should be nature-based wherever possible. Ultimately, solutions must either be

supported by empirical evidence or set up as experiments in order to find supporting

evidence. Doing this while engaging academia, drawing on institutional credibility, and

encouraging the transparent undertaking and sharing of project-specific research can help

dissuade obstructionists, and build support early on (e.g. Patchwork sharing ARC at

conferences in Barcelona and Shanghai). [Appendix B "Creating a shared vision"]

There was broad agreement that how you define the problem setup initially, and how

it is successively reevaluated-redefined in later stages, can either limit or expand/transform

the potential for design solutions. The problem setup is generally the first part of any design

process, which one researcher described as having two creative aspects: first, creating new

ways of understanding design challenges; and second, finding creative solutions to satisfy

those challenges. It was also felt that a “good” design process has this ability to reformulate

the problem setup to investigate a spectrum of solutions, i.e. Decision Gradients (Felson

2013), and avoid the normal tendency for thinking in terms of dichotomies and discussing

design issues as urban vs. nature, as Erixon and colleagues have previously pointed out
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(Erixon et al. 2013; Erixon Aalto & Ernstson 2017; Erixon & Marcus, in progress).

[Appendix B – “Problem Setup”].

Interestingly, one researcher felt that such decision gradients should include a “No-

Development Alternative”, attempting to incorporate Political Ecology thinking into SEU.

This person felt that exploring every alternative should be part of the empirical basis of any

SEU project, and that development shouldn't always be taken as a given, both for ecological

and sociological reasons. In other words, practitioners of SEU should seriously explore the

views of anyone opposed to development as another viable alternative for reasons of social

awareness, conflict resolution, politics, and trust-building;

"Maybe what we should've done is to have split our work group, one working to make a
better suggestion, another to put effort into mounting the hardest, strongest evidence
for why nothing should be built." 6:67(445:449)

Start with a Landscape focus:

Even after these foundational aspects have been established, it can still be a challenge

to find a direction while working in this transdisciplinary way to design for a complex SES.

A common view was that ideas and issues tend to come up "at the same time, in parallel, and

in a big messy mix somehow [1:197(1761:1785)]." To help avoid confusion and make sure

developing solutions are appropriate to the scale and spatial-temporal dynamics of the SES

context from the start, it was universally agreed that design teams should start with the wider

landscape focus (see Appendix A, Figure 4, and also Erixon et al. 2013 for a detailed

discussion on this point), and gather input from groups that are connected to that space and

from researchers that know the context-specific issues. From this early input and research,

teams can start to inventory the existing and desired ES & US as the first step in the SEU

design methodology [Appendix B – “Landscape Focus”]

“Getting all that in in the beginning, that actually forms the design. That I would say is
the key... because usually things in the landscape are so slow. So it's easier to adjust the
other things to the landscape than the other way around." 1:197(1761:1785)

Thinking of Institutions as Design Components

Nearly all of the Patchwork’s members identified two distinguishing aspects of SEU

when compared to other design and development methods: (1) its basis and starting point in

ecology and ES; and crucially (2) SEU’s use of social institutions (both existing and ones
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designed by teams) in addition to physical forms as its fundamental building blocks, to

support or enhance ES & US. Repeatedly mentioned as one of the key insights of SEU, teams

should be thinking of social institutions as design components at the outset, before

proceeding with the SEU methodology, in order to avoid overlooking this key component

when developing their problem setup and design solutions.

"We actually only employed these, urban form and also institutions, that were sort of
the mediators or means of achieving social and ecological processes. So that was the
building stones: urban form or design, and institutions. Combining those two, you can
actually create music. So quite simple building blocks, but having really important
values." 9:109(627:635)

Developing a Vision Statement

Thinking Ahead to later stages of a project (see (5) Protecting the Vision, below),

teams should document these initial project-defining decisions and the knowledge that they

have accumulated and co-created thus far. Creating a guiding document or vision statement,

e.g. something like the Qbook which later became the Principles book (Barthel et al. 2013),

can: be the seed of a project’s identity and for developing Comprehensive Narratives (Erixon

Aalto & Marcus, in progress); it can act as an arbiter for settling disputes among designers,

planners and stakeholders when selecting the most appropriate design solutions for

implementation; and aid in protecting the vision when the design knowledge is transmitted to

subsequent project phases (see Appendix A, Figure 5);

"The thought was, when we create drawings, create specific solutions, they should use a
Qbook as a start. And they can also go back and see, 'Does this solution support what
the Qbook says?'" 3:126(198:216)

Windows of Opportunity & Transformative Events

An SRC administrator, who was involved in ongoing discussions with SU and AH

about the SRC’s future location at the Albano campus and who was peripheral to the

Patchwork group, stressed the importance for teams to be on the lookout for, and be ready to

take strategic advantage of Windows of Opportunity, as happened when the Patchwork

developed their ARC vision after learning of Länsstyrelsen’s decision to block a previous

plan for the Albano campus;

"If you relate it to resilience theory, there was also a window of opportunity here. So we
were a bit lucky, but also we were able to utilize that window with the City Park. So we
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saw the potential that it was worth to push here because we had a chance to do
something, and we have the competencies, and so on. So yeah, of course there was a
strategic thinking behind it at some point." 10:95(1051:1061)

Through these ongoing discussions between the key institutions, this same SRC

administrator, as well as interviewees from SU and AH, became simultaneously aware of the

need for an alternative plan for Albano, and Patchwork’s developing ARC proposal. In

concert with SU and AH, the SRC then hosted what was unanimously described as the

definitive event in the ARC project: the Albano Conference. It was through this open forum,

and with the backing of their respective institutions (the SRC, the Beijer Institute and KTH),

that Patchwork seized their window of opportunity to find a way to change the consensus

about the future plan for Albano, with both the public and the key stakeholders (AH, SU, and

civil society organizations instrumental to Länsstyrelsen’s opposition to the previous plan). In

addition to changing conversation around a development project, seminal events like the

Albano Conference are a means for teams to find inspiration, build trust and support, and

recruit partners, e.g. communities of practice. [Appendix B – “Windows of

Opportunity…”]

Transforming Existing Development Practices

When discussing starting points for a broader societal transformation towards SEU, it

was suggested that strong leadership and more examples of SEU projects would be necessary.

It was also felt that such transformation of development practices could best be accomplished

at the city or regional level, especially in places with existing policies implementing ES and

with progressive environmental targets. Universities and educational institutions were also

highlighted as innovators with an inherent pedagogical mission to develop and introduce new

practices and modes of thinking to society. [Appendix B – “SEU Transformation”]
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Design Process

Conceptual and Practical Designs

There were nuanced opinions on how interviewees felt the Qbook/Principles of

Social-Ecological Urbanism could be used. Everyone agreed that SEU (as laid out in the

Qbook/Principles of SEU) can be used as both a design methodology itself, or as a conceptual

framework that can be used to create a design brief for architects and designers to then take

into their own design process. Conversely, some interviewees felt that a distinction should be

drawn between the more universally applicable conceptual principles, and the practical

design solutions specific to the Albano context. In other words, future SEU design projects

should be derived from the SEU principles and methodology as applied to their local context,

rather than using the specific designs for Albano;

"I think both, actually. I think you can use it as a toolbox or inspiration to achieve
something. Or you can also use it in a particular way; more sort of direct, via applying
the ideas we actually had there in the book." 9:183(757:759)

“[Rather than practical designs, the Qbook/Principles of SEU offers] more like a
framework […] that can be developed. Or even like a way of approaching things. I
would say that these kind of things need to be site-specific. That’s when they start
working.” 1:90(1029:1057)

The SEU Methodology

Speaking with two of the Patchwork’s three designers, they provided nearly identical

descriptions of their use of the SEU methodology [See Appendix B – “The SEU

Methodology”], which I summarize in Table 2; where parentheses under ‘Design Phase’ refer

to analogous phases in the Design Thinking methodology (see Appendix A, Figure 11), and

whose numbering under ‘Description’ correspond to the indicated paragraphs.
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Table 2 SEU Design Methodology Summary

Design Phase Description
Knowledge Co-creation & Problem Setup
(Empathy & Define)

(1) Workshops with invited experts to determine, 'Which
services do we want this area to produce?'

Workshops
(Ideate & Prototype)

(2) Make a preliminary sketch, and conduct more
workshops with other stakeholders, asking the same
questions, i.e. Performative Prototyping3.

Synthesis
(Test)

(3) Make a synthesis of all sketches, using arrow
diagrams [Appendix A, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8],
identifying relevant 'Design Components', 'Actors', and
then 'Services Generated'.

Application
(Test)

(4) Apply Synthesis [Appendix A, Figure 9] on the local
site: determine where each service should be produced,
and where each design component needs to be.

Implementation (5) Finally, translate into a proposal, or more detailed
urban plan with buildings, streets and parks, etc.

(1) Stakeholder Workshops & Finding Communities of Practice: It was universally

agreed that in addition to consulting experts, social networks are an important aspect of SEU.

Access to this key source of knowledge can be gained through key actors who are open-

minded, involved in research networks, or who have been involved in prior collaborations

with team members. Their input and involvement should be sought early in the design

process to aid in the creation of the Institutional design components, which are what make the

Spatial design components resilient and sustaining. Tapping into these local communities

provides in-depth local knowledge about ecosystems and cultural traditions, as prior research

of the local allotment gardens and NGOs at Albano showed. These communities were also

already familiar with how to manage this landscape, and were the origin of the Active

Ground institutional design component and the idea of using ACM to manage it. It was also

suggested that interest groups who were willing and committed to taking part in the

maintenance and management of the area, should be recruited during workshops;

"It could have been done, like to have interest groups that were actually willing to, or
even committing to take part in the maintenance of the management of the area. If we
could have done that from the start, or in an early phase, that would have been great, I
think, in convincing other actors." 5:160(991:1005)

3 (Runberger 2005; Erixon Aalto, in progress; Erixon Aalto & Marcus, in progress)
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In addition, one of the researchers stressed the socio-political importance of being

aware which stakeholders are granted participation in workshops, and how those decisions

are made. Furthermore, one of the administrators suggested that the client and/or developer

(i.e. those with the ultimate responsibility for decision making) should also take part in

workshops so they gain firsthand insight into the thought processes informing design

proposals, and perhaps form working relationships with future co-managers within ACM.

[Appendix B – “(1) Stakeholder Workshops & Finding Communities of Practice”]

(2) Comprehensive Narratives: Building narratives is also part of the design process and

played a key role in the SEU design process at Albano; both as an internal directional guide

for teams, and as an external communications tool with partners and stakeholders (Erixon

Aalto & Ernstson 2017; Erixon Aalto & Marcus, in progress). There were stories used to

convey many of the SES Resilience concepts, but the typical example given by multiple

interviewees (both Patchwork and not) was the comprehensive narrative about the Eurasian

Jay, and its role in seed dispersal for the National Urban Park’s iconic oak trees [Appendix B

– “(2) Comprehensive Narratives”];

"Building narratives is also design. It’s a huge part of design. So we talk about these
small narratives that became, that represented the project. For example, the bird. But
also, I think the whole design is, in a way, a narrative. I mean, like how we spoke about
it, [...] that it kind of helps to build this common – like, 'What is this about? What are
we doing here?'" 1:63(897:909)

(2) Performative Prototypes: All of the Patchwork members interviewed described the

designers’ use of summarizing sketches and models, i.e. Performative Prototypes (Runberger

2005), and as previously showed (Erixon et al. 2013; Erixon Aalto & Marcus, in progress), to

synthesize Patchwork's discussions after their meetings, and to incorporate stakeholder input

from workshops, as being key to their way of working. These simple models acted like visual

meeting notes that were developed and shared at the next meeting. It is important to note that

these performative prototypes serve a different purpose than the more traditional usage of

prototypes (i.e. progenitors or templates of a static, mass produced products). Rather, these

are representational models used by designers to facilitate communication because verbal or

textual description isn't precise enough to convey architectural forms. In this way,

Performative Prototypes keep design proposals specific to the project's unique context and

requirements, and help avoid vague or overly general problem setups and abstract discussions
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of design theories and ideologies [Appendix B – “(2) Performative Prototypes”];

"And then, I think what helps is these designs [i.e. Performative Prototypes] become
these touchstones that you [use to] make questions more specific." 1:14(171:179)

"Prototyping can really feed-back into both defining the problem... and even getting
more, kind of, empathy, for things happening. [It's] like a spiraling process.”
1:24(441:449)

(3) Translating ES into Spatial Structures: In using the SEU methodology, how you

translate ecosystem processes into ES, and then incorporate ES into Physical Structures, is

essential. This translation process needs to be empirically based, if possible, or otherwise

thoroughly studied and negotiated;

"You also need to really address the issue of how [to] translate, for example, an
ecosystem that can carry pollinators so that it sustains the ES Pollination in this
neighborhood. And then you have to translate all of that into a spatial structure. What
biotopes should there be? How far away can they be? What do we know about bees and
bumble bees? Yeah! Otherwise it's just rubbish! It's just greenwash. That's why I think
in a team like that it's important that [translation] is a central discussion. And I think
we were able to have that exactly... I think to have this ambition to translate what we
know about ecosystems, or social systems, into physical form is essential."
8:135(643:655)

(3) Designing Institutions: According to one of the Patchwork researchers, SEU defines

Institutions as the rules and norms that shape what can be done in a physical space. A key

component in the ARC case was the unique context of the National Urban Park, and

Patchwork’s discussion of the property rights structure within the system. Their designs not

only concerned the buildings and structures, but also created a more diverse, multi-level

property rights structure in which they were immersed. This realization became the Active

Ground principle of SEU: that the shape and distribution of institutions determine an area’s

potential and possibilities for action. [Appendix B – “Designing Institutions”]

(3) Synthesis of Spatial and Institutional Design Components: Referring to Figure 9 (i.e.

the Braiding or Rainbow diagram), this was described as the central process or component of

the SEU design methodology. It depicts how, after ES & US have been chosen, synergies are

sought between the various design components in support of each desired service [Appendix

B – “(3) Synthesis of Spatial…”];
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"We looked at [the design process] in two ways: Ecosystem Services and Social Services,
or Urban Services. And we wanted to combine all those, knitting them together in the
most empirical, smartest way. We could see that you can create process by design. If
you create a wall, then you can stop a process […] or you can also initiate a process by
building the wall. It has different functions of course, and depending on what you want
to achieve with it. So physical [spatial] design is one component that we really used in
order to shape processes; like green roofs could be stepping stones for species that could
continue to move [and] migrate in the area. […] [There] was a process of migration for
humans, and meeting places and things like that. Cognitive space, how you experienced
the whole environment. That’s really key." 9:106(615:619)

(5) Design Logic & Project Identity: Hanna Erixon Aalto, one of Patchwork’s designers,

described the interesting process of building the project identity and its inherent design logic,

as part of the design process. The concept of communicating the logic for a given design is

intriguing and a key aspect of anything that is designed, but which often remains unknown

and invisible to most users, i.e. anyone but the designer(s). She related how comprehensive

narratives are a way to convey this logic aspect of a design. Furthermore, she suggested that

at a certain level of completion or maturation, a “good” design starts to speak for itself and

suggest its own ideas, almost like a third stakeholder; and, while a design should listen to

everyone concerned, it shouldn't try to please everyone but instead take its own stance

(Erixon Aalto & Marcus, in progress). Continuing along these lines, multiple interviewees

emphasized that resilience should be a core part of any SEU project’s identity [Appendix B –

“Design Logic…”];

"You need to try to find a way to build that change [i.e. resilience] into the core identity
of the project: that it can take change, and still be the same in some way, in people's
minds." 1:102(1169:1181)

(5) Protecting the Vision

The Qbook was a publicized version of the ARC design program, in which AH

collected all of the Patchwork's input on their SEU methodology and the ARC vision (as part

of an official collaboration resulting from the Albano Conference). Administrators from AH

explained that this was for the purposes of both internal coherence, i.e. for project

management and a method for knowledge-transmission through the different project phases

(see Appendix A, Figure 5); and also for transparent external communication with interested

parties about AH and SU's intentions for the Albano site. For members of the Patchwork
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following the Albano project into its next phase, the creation of the “Detailed Plan”, the

Qbook became an important reference for their intended vision and project’s identity. For

example, one of the designers explained the creation of the “Programblad” report as a kind of

strategy for staying true to the SEU vision described by Qbook by reviewing Stockholm

Municipality’s implementation decisions during the creation of their Detailed Plan;

"[During the Implementation phase] we made a comparison between our original
vision, the Qbook vision, and the [detailed] plans, as they looked at that time. In the
report, we made a list of the discrepancies where we thought that 'here' they are about
to fail in the vision. And then we presented this for all the urban planners and
architects, and other parties involved at Akademiska Hus. And this led to the fourth
phase, which is the Programblad, where we selected some of these points where there
were discrepancies, and we made detailed descriptions [of] what they needed to fulfill,
in order for this point to be solved." 5:21(59:83)

These results represent some of the collected best practices concerning the Starting

Points and Design Process involved in the SEU design methodology, as described by

Patchwork’s members, and also those who were observing and interacting with them in

support of their efforts.
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Discussion

While the Qbook and Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism publications provide a

clear, concise, and extensive description of the SEU framework, the results of this study

reveal some additional aspects and considerations which may facilitate its use, and further

refine and develop it as a methodology. Overall, there was a strong consensus amongst all of

the interviewees, both inside and outside of the Patchwork, about how SEU was used as a

design methodology in the Albano case, and also in the suggestions put forth as best practices

for use in other contexts and future projects. This can be seen in the similarities

corresponding between interviewees’ perceptions, which have been summarized and mapped

into a matrix developed as part of the Framework Analysis (see Appendix A). In particular, I

have chosen to focus on the best practices concerning the design methodology aspect of SEU,

which have been presented here as “Starting Points” and “Design Process”.

In any design project, the most uncertain aspect is where to start. With a

transdisciplinary approach such as SEU, this can more difficult because of the different

practices and epistemologies the diverse team members are used to operating with. Speaking

with the Patchwork members, and from my own experience using the SEU methodology in

transdisciplinary settings, it takes considerable time and effort to build a team’s mutual

understanding and idiosyncratic form of communication, in order to work effectively

together. In an ecological design case study similar to Albano, a group of urban ecologists

and urban practitioners (i.e. designers, environmental consultants, industrial ecologists, and

ecological engineers) attempted to form an “inter-disciplinary” design team to develop an

ecologically innovative and robust design proposal for the Presidio of San Francisco (Felson

2013). Ultimately, in that case it was felt that the team’s collaboration fell short of their inter-

disciplinary aspirations because of team members’ reversion to their respective

epistemologies, which “increased the potential for an adversarial environment.” By

establishing the SES Resilience frameworks and clearly defining and co-creating team

definitions from the start, the Patchwork made the SEU design process less confusing, less

adversarial and more productive throughout the entire project.

Especially key for SEU as a new approach to urban planning and design, is the

question of how to work within a conducive context to begin with. While it was felt SEU

could be used in more traditional contexts (e.g. residential, industrial or commercial settings),

everyone agreed that its implementation within the especially restrictive context of
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Stockholm’s National Urban Park was a major factor in its acceptance for this major

development project. This persistent question as to how to encourage SEU projects

elsewhere, and how it could eventually transform current paradigms, was partially answered

by the suggestion to target areas of comparatively low ES & US generation, i.e. brownfield

sites. Another strategy for advancing SEU is to partner with academic institutions in

developing their campuses, and in using SEU as education and research tool, e.g. the Nordic

Case Competition (Pulkkinen 2015) and Designed Experiments (Felson & Pickett 2005).

However, while universities may be important incubators for new methods and paradigms

such as SEU, they are unlike most urban contexts since their land use and ownership are

relatively static and rarely change. This means that findings from future SEU projects in

campus contexts might not be readily generalizable to cities and the wider urban landscape.

The notion of consciously rejecting dualist thinking and dichotomies proposed as a

problem setup in favor of addressing a spectrum of issues along a nature-society gradient is

also a key insight of the Patchwork, and others (Erixon et al. 2013; Corner 2014; Hight

2014). This was also conceptualized in the Presidio case as a “Decision Gradient” (Felson

2013), and would be a useful concept to incorporate into SEU’s discussion of the design

problem setup. The suggestion for SEU to rigorously investigate a “No-Development”

alternative as a standard best practice creates an interesting tension for design proposals, in

the positive sense, by creating the need to justify every pro-development alternative. This

could be a key feature of SEU since development shouldn't always be taken as a given, and it

would also encourage the use of decision gradients in formulating a project’s design problem

setup. Although in the Albano case, a no-development alternative probably wouldn’t have

been favored, since the expansion of the SU campus at any other site would have been a net

negative compared to Albano, in terms of transportation, walkability, etc.; and also because

the proposed site at Albano was a brownfield.

Another potential best practice for SEU used in other cases is to develop proposals

with tiered aspiration levels (Felson 2013; Nassauer & Opdam 2008). Developing a proposal

with a menu of options demonstrates a consciousness of the economic and political decision-

making processes involved in implementing a design, and increases a design proposal’s

resilience, i.e. protects the core aspects of the vision, by allowing room for negotiation in the

later stages of a project. This could have been a great help in the later phases of the Albano

case when it came to translating ARC vision into the Detailed Plan for Albano, since the
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political struggles in negotiating this implementation process were described repeatedly in all

of my interviews.

A topic that emerged as central to the collaborative aspect of SEU design is the

concept of Comprehensive Narratives/Design Logic (Erixon Aalto & Marcus, in progress). A

design’s logic, conveyed by narratives, allow users to understand and engage with designers’

decisions; and to have some agency to take part in conversations about a design’s use and

evolution, ultimately to its benefit. This aspect of the ARC project proved to be an

indispensable communications strategy, both within the team and also their wider audience,

and the basis for a strong, coherent project identity. While narratives have been studied as

devices for protecting SES (Ernstson & Sorlin 2009; Tengö & von Heland 2011), the

conscious use of narrative and identity building as a guiding and propulsive force (Erixon

Aalto & Ernstson 2017), and as a device for transmitting design knowledge (Appendix A,

Figure 5) is an area for potential for development of SEU.

Another best practice for SEU directly applicable to the process of translating ES into

spatial structures would be to use, and further develop, the EcoProfiles tool (see Appendix A,

Figure 10) described by Nassauer & Opdam (2008). This database could form the empirical

basis for SEU design solutions, and be added to and amended to reflect data collected on the

efficacy of design solutions and management policies from existing projects.

Another digital tool, and potential best practice, that could be added to augment SEU,

and more specifically the use of ACM in administering Active Ground, is Public

Participatory Geographic Information Systems (PPGIS). Already being studied for use in

urban planning and in mapping Ecosystem Services (Kyttä et al. 2013; Brown & Kyttä 2014;

Brown & Fagerholm 2015; Samuelsson, K. Master’s Thesis, 2016), internet-based PPGIS

surveys could greatly increase the efficiency of gathering and keeping up to date the

knowledge-base created by local communities of practice and others participating in the

management of Active Ground. While perhaps not as in-depth and highly textured as the

knowledge and experiences collected from workshops, and certainly not as a substitute for

them, data from PPGIS could involve substantially more people, and subsequently

knowledge and perspectives - both in terms of overall quantity, and also by providing the

ability to investigate and/or target specific population demographics. Crowdsourced PPGIS

studies could also be conducted on a more frequent basis (e.g. gathering longitudinal data

from a site or project), with shorter lead-time (e.g. for conducting pilot studies to evaluate
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proposed experiments, or to study the effects of a recent social or ecological disturbance), and

at reduced cost as compared to workshops (depending on software licensing fees). In the

opinion of this researcher, PPGIS is a tool which can be tailor-made to facilitate ACM of

Active Ground; and, when combined with existing SEU workshops, it could greatly enhance

the resilience of developing and existing SEU projects.

One aspect that isn’t addressed in the SEU literature, and only minimally discussed in

two of my interviews, was how design teams should conclude their design projects, and in a

way that would preserve their accumulated collective and experiential knowledge. This task

was only partly accomplished through developing the Qbook, and also partially by the

Programblad, and leads me to suggest my own best practice for SEU: the need for a Team

Debriefing and period of reflection (which, incidentally, became an outcome of this thesis

project). This is a comment I heard a lot in the interviews when discussing the goal of this

thesis, and also comes from my own experiences taking part in the 2015 Nordic Case

Competition and 2016 Nordic City Competition. Formalizing this practice as a part of the

SEU design methodology could help on a number of different levels, by:

 Ensuring the project in question has met all of its goals, and providing an opportunity

to plan, strategize, and resolve issues before moving on to the implementation phase,

i.e. protecting the vision.

 Providing closure for the teams’ and stakeholder groups’ working relationships, and

setting up the opportunity for future collaboration (with the same or different

projects).

 For setting up the ongoing research necessary for evaluating and developing the

empirical basis of design solutions, perfecting projects’ management by ACM, and to

advance the developing field of SEU and design.

Finally, and in agreement with Erixon Aalto & Marcus (in progress), there are many

similarities between SEU and a more general design approach known as Design Thinking

(compare parentheses under ‘Design Phase’ Table 2, above, and Appendix A, Figure 11). In

the future, perhaps SEU could be incorporated as a branch of Design Thinking oriented

towards issues of ecology and ecological thinking, an area which has been noted as lacking

by Westley & McGowan (2014), complementing its two existing variations (see Table 3). In

my opinion, the SEU design methodology seems to fit naturally under the broader umbrella

of Design Thinking. By doing so, this could allow for SEU to be more widely spread and
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implemented amongst design practitioners. Simultaneously, it could also provide a long

sought avenue for ecologists to be involved as co-designers in mainstream of design (Felson

2013; Felson et al. 2013; Erixon Aalto 2017);

“Scientists and activists concerned about the future of society and the planet have
pointed to the urgent need for sustainability transitions. Given the complex, systemic,
and interrelated nature of the serious ecological, social, and economic problems
confronting us, we need new forms of problem solving. These problems (and their
resolutions) require decision makers to work across the system to engage in radical
reorientations and demand shifts in deeply held values, beliefs, and patterns of social
behavior, resulting in new multilevel governance regimes. To accomplish such radical
shifts, we need to harness human creativity and innovation potential to tip interlinked
social and ecological systems toward greater resilience and sustainability. While the
imperative for such disruption is increasing, the challenge remains: how do we
intervene in complex adaptive systems to catalyze such a shift? (Westley & McGowan
2014)”

To me, an obvious answer would be to start with the Social-Ecological Urbanism approach.

Whole System (“Change Labs”) Design Labs SEU
Strengths Strengths Strengths
> Excellent understanding of group
dynamics
> Focus on shared vision
> Focus on building collaboration

> Strong on up-front research
> Focus on prototyping
> Understanding innovation
(maybe)
> Good integration of expertise
with lay knowledge

> Strong on up-front
transdisciplinary research
> Focus on stakeholder
participation, prototyping, and
shared vision for complex systems.
> Good integration of cross-scale
SES dynamics
> Emphasis on nature-based and
technical innovation

Weaknesses Weaknesses Weaknesses
> Poor use of expertise/research
> Weak on
implementation/prototyping
> No particular emphasis on
innovation
> Poor or no integration of cross-
scale dynamics

> Tendency to default to technical
innovation
> Not clear on how to prototype
complex systems of change
> Less strong on understanding
social or political dynamics
> Poor or no integration of cross-
scale dynamics

> Relatively new and untested
> Unclear of dependence on
unique contexts
> Empirical basis for design
solutions in early stages of
development
> Potential difficulties with
adversarial transdisciplinary team
dynamics

Table 3 - Comparative Strengths and Weaknesses of Design Thinking (Whole System Processes & Design Labs) and SEU
approaches (modified from Westley & McGowan 2014)
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Discussion of methods

Weaknesses of this study: As the primary investigator, I feel it’s important to state

that this is my first experience conducting qualitative research, coding interview transcripts,

and using the Framework method of qualitative analysis. It is often recommended in the

literature that researchers undergo training or work with experienced researchers, i.e. in an

investigative team, prior to attempting qualitative research for the first time (Boyatzis 1998;

Gale et al. 2013; Friese 2014; Yin 2014). With regards to coding, my coding system has not

been tested for Inter-Coder Reliability, though it is considered a best practice (Boyatzis 1998;

Friese 2014). Given these disclaimers about my abilities as a qualitative researcher and the

independent review of coding development, I believe these results are valid and accurate and

that my use of the Framework method for analysis is well suited to both the research

topic/question, i.e. collecting generalizable best practices for design using SEU, and my

ability as a novice qualitative researcher.

Interviewees represent most of the Patchwork team, with the exception of two who

were not available to be interviewed. Additionally, administrators and project managers from

the SRC, SU and AH were also included in interviews as participants in the ARC design

process but who were peripheral to the Patchwork design team, offering different

perspectives on working with and implementing SEU.

An important criticism of this project’s data sources may be the lack of interviewees

representing Stockholm Municipality and Civil Society groups. Their perspectives, especially

in the highly contested context of the Albano case, would greatly enhance/deepen our

understanding of the political, regulatory, and participatory aspects of SEU in comparison

with other, more conventional urban development methodologies. However, I decided that

the scope of this thesis should be limited to the SEU design methodology for clarity, to

maximize scientific rigor, and because the current data sources offer a comprehensive view

into the ARC design process. Furthermore, the omission of these interviews represents an

opportunity for further research on later phases of the ARC project, i.e. its

implementation/translation in the development of the Albano Detailed Plan, and the politics

and policy implications of SEU in general. For the Albano case study in particular, two

notable persons for future interviews would be Aleksander Wolodarski, the city architect for

the Albano campus project, and Richard Murray, a lawyer representing the civil society

groups in opposing development.
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Implications of findings

This thesis study presents ongoing research and some of the best practices for

beginning and conducting urban planning and design with SEU. It can be thought of as a

‘Quick Start Guide’ to supplement the Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism book for

those interested in using the SEU design methodology. The next steps along this line of

inquiry could be the development of a ‘Troubleshooting’ guide to SEU, including: strategies

to overcome the likely economic and political challenges to adopting this approach; strategies

for conflict resolution and trust-building; strategies for conducting ongoing research

concerning the basis of design elements and determining the efficacy of implemented

solutions; and strategies for implementing and maintaining ACM. Another interesting avenue

would be to look beyond the realm of design and explore SEU as a form or strategy of

political environmental activism, e.g. ‘Activist SEU’, as was the case with Patchwork’s

infiltration into, and transformation of the ongoing planning and design processes at Albano.

Finally, SEU projects raise an interesting question about the future role of designers, and if

the design process ever ends in a continuously evolving SEU projects within dynamic SES.
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Conclusion

SEU Quick Start Guide

Everything starts at the Landscape level:

-->First, it lets you know what disciplines need to be involved in the design team and

stakeholder workshops

--> Which then leads to the inventory of the ES and US present and those to be

developed

--> This could then form the basis of a Comprehensive Narrative, which eventually

could evolve into...

--> The creation of a strong and coherent Project Identity

==>> With a Landscape-level focus on SES resilience AND a strong Project Identity,

Protecting the Vision will be made easier and more effective when transitioning to

subsequent Implementation and Construction phases of a SEU development project!

SEU is an exciting and genuinely optimistic approach to addressing issues of both

design and ecology. This is especially hopeful given the increasing number and urgency of

dire warnings, stemming from humanity’s relatively new and unprecedented capacity of

being a driver of global change. If, in our thinking and our actions, we have truly transitioned

from a condition of Environmental Awareness to one of Environmental Agency, with the

capacity to work constructively to enhance our life-supporting biosphere by regenerating and

preserving the ecosystems within our cities, then the Anthropocene represents an opportunity

for humanity to play a leading and transformative role in our planetary evolution (Appendix

A, Figure 3), rather than one of complacency or resignation. Perhaps SEU is one such

approach that could accomplish this. More SEU pilot projects are needed to find out, to verify

its methodology and our capacity to use it effectively and responsibly, and I hope that the

best practices collected here can help others to do that.
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Appendix A

Table 4 Interview Guide

Theme Level 2 Level 1
Identification Name and position held at the time of the project?

Chronology Timeline Could you give me a brief overview/timeline of the ARC project? (or '… of your participation in the ARC project?')

Major/critical events What were the critical or key events throughout the planning and design process, and what were the reasons for
that?

Order of operations?

Team building
('Patchwork')

Membership How did you become involved in the Albano project?

Disciplines sought/included How were others recruited?

What (if any) were the selection criteria?

Could you describe what it was like to work with a multidisciplinary group of people? (the teaching and learning
that occured)

  sub Q: Was there a learning process involved?

In future projects, how should interdisciplinary teams be built and encouraged?

Design process Phases of Design (Divergence, Transformation,
Convergence)

Please describe the PHASES the team went through in the planning and design of Albano Resilient Campus, from
the initial Request For Proposal to completion/submission.

Design methodology? Did the team follow any Design methodologies? What were the reasons for that? (Stephan - importance of rapid
prototyping?)

How is the ARC and the SEU planning/design methodology different from other sustainable planning initiatives?
E.g. Transitions Towns, LEED ND, New Urbanism, TOD, Smart Growth, etc.

Drawing on your experiences from the Albano project, how would you define 'Design'?

Harvard GSD Projective Ecologies How would you define 'Ecology'? What is the role of ecology in planning and design today?

SES How does one go from identifying Ecosytem Services and Urban services, to analyzing Design components, to a
project design? Do the Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism result in a design brief that designers then use in
their creative process? Or do the SEU principles form a design method in themselves?

Layering of knowledge types and disciplines How did the different knowledge streams, from the multidisciplinary team, feed into the plan and design? (starting
points, dominance, managing [conflicting?] priorities)

Contextual Factors What level of knowledge about ES among stakeholders is necessary for undertaking this and future projects?

Contextual  factors How important was the role of Leadership during the project phases? By whom?

How were issues of Trust building addressed? Both within the team and amongst stakeholders?

Key actors Among the team/stakeholders or during the workshops, were there any instances/issues with Obstructionists?
(Gate keepers wanting to be heard) How were they dealt with?

Among the team/stakeholders or during workshops, did you find any Partners or Facilitators (allies)? (Enthusiasts
able to convince others) What was their role? How can this be encouraged?

Transformation - Shifting
urban planning/design
paradigms

ACM, AG, and Bridging Orgs How were you able to convince the stakeholders (Akademiska Hus) to allow experimentation with ACM, AG?

How were bridging organizations or shadow networks involved, if at all? How might they be acommodated or
encouraged in a SEU methodology?

Living lab - Research How was research incorporated into the planning of operations and design of the Albano 'living lab'?  What role will
that research play going forward?

Scope/Scale of project What's next? More campuses or larger scale commercial and residential projects?

Adoption of SEU principles How do you see the SEU principles changing the practice of urban planning & design? Through the clients,
municipalities, states, or countries?

What are the challenges involved in incorporating the SEU principles into policy? (Internationallly)
Closing Has this experience changed your thinking/work? If so, how?

Who else should I speak with regarding Albano?

Is there anything else you'd like to add?
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Figure 1 "Man as the resilient connector between Nature and Neo-Nature" - an alternative paradigm and metaphor, possibly
prefiguring SEU and its basis of Ecosystem and Urban services (from Paolo Soleri's Arcology The City in the Image of Man,
1969)
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Figure 2 - Arcology advocates integration of society and nature, where human habitats constitute a "Neo-
Nature" (from Paolo Soleri's Arcology The City in the Image of Man, 1969)
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Figure 3 - Architect & philosopher Paolo Soleri's conception of Human-Society's stages of
evoloution, perhaps prefiguring the Anthropocene and SEU in the Miniaturization of the Ecological
(arrow top right). Black dots represeent points of transition, or Transformation in CAS/SES parlance,
between epochs (i.e. “Stuff’s”) of human awareness & capability (from Paolo Soleri's Arcology The
City in the Image of Man, 1969)
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Figure 4 - Landscape Scale as the Starting Point of SEU. Note the scale of the project site,
in light-green labelled ‘Albano’, in comparison to the wider landscape the Patchwork
considered while developing the ARC (Fig. 1.5-6 from Principles of Social-Ecological
Urbanism).
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Figure 5 - Transmission of design knowledge throughout project phases tends to be discontinuous (e.g. the blue trajectory)
without a tool or vehicle to contain and transmit it (e.g. the red trajectory). Adapted from (Bernstein 2015)
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Figure 6 - Ecosystem Services Arrow diagram (Fig. 3.2 from Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism)

Figure 7 - Urban Services Arrow diagram (Fig. 3.3 from Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism)
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Figure 8 - ES & US Synthesis (Fig. 4.4 from Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism)
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Figure 10 - Example of the EcoProfiles tool describing essential parameters for supporting specific species (Nassauer &
Opdam 2008)

Figure 9 - "Rainbow" or "Weaving" diagram (Fig. 4.5, Principles of Social-Ecological Urbanism)
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Figure 11 - Diagrammatic explanation of the Design Thinking Methodology (Source: http://www.kashifzaman.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/02/Design-Thinking_1.jpg)
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Theme (Code
Family): Best
Practices
(Condensed) Primary Docs

KIT KTH SRC SU Akademiska Hus

The Patchwork Peripheral

Codes Jonas Torsvall Hanna Erixon Lars Marcus Henrik Ernstson Stephan Barthel Johan Colding Olof Olsson Kersti Hedqvist Anders Rosqvist Jerker Nyblom

BP_Starting
Points

Start with
Area[Landscape] focus:
"We start with the question
'Which services do we want
this area to produce? Which
ecological services, which
urban services.' and then
decide which actors and
which components do we
need for this to happen."
5:52(243)

7Transdisciplinary
teamwork: Involve the
researchers early so you can
start a dialogue about which
factors are the most
important. Then use those
as the starting point for
design work. Otherwise [...]
you don't know exactly
which are the most
important starting points,
and you reach a conflict
instead of a cooperation
because their feedback
comes into the process too
late. 5:56(251:259) QQQ

First Workshops:
Conduct ES Inventory
with Experts, then consult
Stakeholders for more
diverse and complete
knowledge. Discussing
Qbook Fig. 4.5,
"[Conducting an inventory
of ES&US is] one part, and
the other part is to have a
series of workshops in the
beginning of the project,
with invited experts and the
stakeholders."
5:46(193:207) QQ

1Rcruiting Interest
groups: Early on/during
workshops, recruit interest
groups willing
to/committed to taking part
in the
maintenance/management
of the area. "I don't think it
was really properly done, in
the phases that we were
involved in. It could have
been done, like to have
interest groups that were
actually willing to, or even
committing to take part in
the maintenance of the
management of the area. If
we could have done that
from the start, or in an early
phase, that would have been
great, I think, in convincing
other actors."
5:160(991:1005) QQQ

Start with a Landscape
focus:
Working in this
transdisciplinary way to
design for a complex SES,
it can be a challenge to
find a direction, and issues
tend to come up "at the
same time, in parallel, and
in a big messy mix
somehow." To help avoid
this, start with a landscape
focus and gather input
from 1:197(1761:1785)
QQQ

1:154(1719:1749) QQQ

Then Inventory ES
followed by US: "[Then]
we started, kind of, listing
and talking about the
ecological services first,
and then the [urban
services]... what we
normally talk about when
we talk about an urban
design project."
1:197(1789:1793) QQQ

4Finally, Integrate ES &
US into design
components: "Try to be
creative and strategic, and
not just preventive," and in
that way these services
become a core of the
design and not an
afterthought.
1:197(1769:1775) QQQ

The first internal
workshops &
Performative Prototypes:
1:11(115:119) QQ

9(1)Problem
Setup/Decision Gradient:
How you define the initial
problem setup can limit or
expand/transform the
potential for design
solutions (possible
definition for 'design-
based approach'?).
"Usually in these nature-
urban questions, I think it
becomes very polarized
between nature issues and
urban issue. And then, if
you just kind of talk about
them, you almost just
repeat these dichotomies.
When you use a design-
based approach, at least
you have the opportunity
to not just copy these ways
of thinking. You can
reframe the problem
setup... A good design
process has this ability for,
I think, reformulating the
problem setup and kind of
investigating potential."
i.e. Decision Gradient
(Felson, 2013)
1:16(183:219) QQQ

Start with
Ecosystem/Landscape
focus: The point is: what
services should there be
given that location, and
given the surrounding
ecosystem, so you can start
to design on a systems
level, where things should
be. 8:74(693:697) QQQ

3Nature-based vs
Technological solutions:
Start with the local ecology
(rather than environmental
science) and preserve
existing or create new
nature-based solutions
rather than technical ones,
since nature already has a
lot of processes going.
"Why translate these into
machines? It's already
happening [it's already
there]." 8:70(671:685)
QQQ

Systems Thinking: Using
SEU requires some
understanding of CAS/SES,
"If I had not come from a
systems point of view of
spatial morphology it could
have been very difficult for
me to understand what [the
ecologists] were aiming at,
and I may have translated
differently." 8:76(721:725)
QQ

7No-Development
Alternative: Exploring
every alternative, an
important empirical aspect
of SEU, since development
shouldn't always be taken
as a given. It also
encourages decision
gradients; this could be one
of a tiered set of options
for a proposal (Nassauer,
20??). "Maybe what we
should've done is to have
split our work group, one
working to make a better
suggestion, another to put
effort into mounting the
hardest, strongest evidence
for why nothing should be
built." Really take the word
of the dissenters as another
viable alternative, for
Conflict Resolution,
Political, and Trust-
building reasons
6:67(445:449) QQQ

12fFind Communities of
Practice/Semi-
Autonomous Knowledge
Communities: Tapping
into these communities
gives you in-depth local
knowledge, "Our whole
idea was very much taken
from our research,
especially Johan’s and
Stephan’s research.
Stephan’s was around
allotment gardeners, and
kind of these communities
of practice. And the reason
why they start learning and
they have this in-depth,
textured understanding of
ecological dynamics,
which is knowing the
species but actually
knowing something more,
[the processes] - it's
because they [were]
entitled, somehow, to the
land. So they kind of, the
theory goes, then you
invest some more. You
know you're gonna be
there for 25 years. And
through that collectivity,
and that sense of
ownership, something else
starts happening. That was
one of the building
components for the idea
[ARC]." 6:77(529:545)
QQQ

2First, establish the
Threshold level of
knowledge: the
SES/Resilience
framework. The key,
foundational concepts of
SEU = that nature
environments provide
human wellbeing, even in
cities. Resilience = coping
with the dynamics of an
ever-changing SES
system. "They need to
understand what's behind
the concept: that nature
environments provide
human wellbeing, even in
cities. This was important
for them to understand.
Resilience was important
to understand, that we're
dealing with a dynamic
system. There’s nothing
static here. Everything is
dynamic, everything will
change, and if we don’t
have an understanding
about that, we will design
crazy things."
7:96(553:555) QQQ

Co-create a common
understanding of
complicated (SES &
Resilience) concepts: "I
think it would be a good
thing to have a policy, or
a target, or a goal, in a
group to create a mutual
understanding of
complicated concepts. Or
create your own concepts
that you can agree upon
the meaning of them. I
think that is key in
transdisciplinary work.
And also from that can
come the creation of a
new language and new
concepts. That can create
a new direction in
research and knowledge
production, I think."
7:59(279:287) QQQ

4Collectively form your
definitions:
7:154(255:263) QQQ

Institutional Credibility
"[We were] creating trust
outside of the group,
between the patchwork
group and the rest of all
the players in the system.
And that trust building
was made because we
were leaning towards our
organizations. We come
[with the] reputation of
Stockholm resilience
Centre, and reputation of
KTH School of
Architecture. Those
reputations, we were
using them heavily."
7:101(595:603)

Preparation for designing with SEU: "[Our ARC
proposal was selected] because we had this unique
combination of having really good architects,
combined with system ecologists who had some
broad knowledge of the area it was located in, and
we have done research in this part [of the
site/National Park]. So I think we had [credibility]
lots of trust from the beginning." 9:11(75:79) QQQ

Communicating SES
Epistemology/Comprehensive Narratives: Both
within the design team and externally with
stakeholders, it's important to communicate what
resilience and ES are, and in a simple way; most
people can understand these ideas. 9:73(453:455)
QQ

Create a shared vision of what you want to
achieve, your solution to the Relevant Challenge,
using all the knowledge systems that you have - not
only academic. Ultimately, the vision must be based
on empirical evidence - or at least an experiment to
find supporting evidence. 9:47(269:291) & Find a
relevant problem to solve 9:56(315:331)

Start creating the vision by combining shared
interests: "And we immediately could see that we
shared an interest in how you can actually shape
processes. And of course they were more interested
in social processes, with sort of urban design, you
know, shaping it. And of course, we were more
interested in how you actually can create processes
for [...] ecology, and ecosystem services by urban
design. So we had sort of similar interests there, and
we could combine it in a unique way." 9:18(95:99)
QQQ

Problem Setup/Decision Gradient: "[Combine
social, economic and ecological problems/solutions]
from the beginning. And especially with [an
ambition] to be bold, to be novel in creating
something based on natured-based solutions. Instead
of technological solutions, we can actually integrate
ecosystems within the built environment, and using
the services that that creates. And the goods from
that." 9:116(687:691) QQQ

Spatial Form and Institutions as Simple Building
Blocks: "We actually only employed these, urban
form and also institutions, that were sort of the
mediators or means of achieving social and
ecological processes. So that was the building stones:
urban form or design, and [social] institutions.
Combining those two, you can actually create music.
So quite simple building blocks, but having really
important values." 9:109(627:635) QQQ

Use Communities of Practice and existing social
capital: "Some of the NGOs had historical
knowledge of [the site] and we tried to build on
traditions that existed already in the park [...] like
allotment associations that could manage certain
areas [which they're already familiar with, and know
how to manage]. And that fitted really nice with the
ideas that the architects had: that it should be
populated this area all the time, even during night. If
we involve people that are doing this on sort of a free
time basis, and we can have cultivation sites, they
will populate it. [...] So, it started that way and we
hope that the area will be managed by different
stakeholder groups, in order to create diversity,
instead of having only one manager, [...] and that in
itself creates sort of a participatory [environment]."
9:44(243:259) QQQ

Advance/Exceed Existing Policies: "[In Europe]
every sort of pubic authority today, and
organizations; they are sort of required to, for
example, take ES into account from governmental
directives, in all kinds of decision making. And also
reaching the environmental targets, you know, the 16
targets [UN/EU MEA SDG targets?]. So they are
really keen of having new ideas, and also how can
we do things differently. [Pointing to past difficulties
may be illustrative/convincing], how can we avoid
building a new Karolinska?" 9:141(839:851) QQQ

5Windows of
Opportunity:
taking advantage of
Länsstyrelsen
decision on the
previous plan. "If
you relate it to
resilience theory,
there was also a
window of
opportunity here. So
we were a bit lucky,
but also we were able
to utilize that
window- with the
City Park. So we saw
the potential that it
was worth to push
here because we had
a chance to do
something, and we
have the
competencies, and so
on. So yeah, of
course there was a
strategic thinking
behind it at some
point."
10:95(1051:1061)
QQQ

2The Albano
Conference: A
definitive event as a
way to find/change
consensus and find
support, e.g.
communities of
practice. "A lot of
research going on, on
different aspects of
this [project]. So
there were interested
partners out there,
with everyone
coming in with their
own perspective into
this. But I think at
least that was an
effect of the
conference, that we
brought a lot of these
different views
together, and find an
arena to discuss them
together. And I
remember now also,
these environmental
groups were also on
the conference. They
were invited, and
when we presented
our perspective, I
think they were
reassured that this
was um, looked very
trustworthy or
serious."
10:50(571:593) QQQ

And build
enthusiasm, "Yeah, I
think everyone got
inspired and saw new
areas of, sort of,
cooperations
between different
groups." 10:57(625)

Yet another outcome
of the Albano
conference was
starting the trust-
building process,
10:68(747:761) QQQ

4CAS & Resilience
Thinking: "The most
important thing for us
is that we need to see
the city not as just
buildings, but as an
ecosystem. Because if
you see it as an
ecosystem, you also
realize that you cannot
plan everything. You
need to have a sort of
agile... adaptive
system. It's impossible
to plan everything
from the beginning."
2:121(1315:1331)
QQQ

3Context and Drivers
for Activist SEU: "In
Albano we had a
pressure because of
this National Urban
Park... but you don’t
[always] have that
kind of pressure in
other parts. On the
contrary, you have
[what] I was speaking
about earlier, with the
development of social
society... where
people are more
concerned about the
environment, and
more concerned about
their local
environment. And that
can mean that you
have a pressure [i.e. a
driver] to work with
these kind of
principles also, here in
Sweden. But you need
to have that kind of
pressure I think
because if you don’t'
have the pressure, you
do as you have always
done. That's the
easiest thing."
2:134(1459:1479)
QQQ

Brownfield site
selection/Albano
Context: In highly
contested contexts,
targeting brownfield
sites for SEU
development may be
preferable to
greener/undeveloped
sites because of net
ES contribution
before vs. after. "In
this area [Albano], it
was easy in one way
because you had sort
of a gravel space, and
you had greenery,
trees around it. So you
could make an area
that was contributing
[ES], because it wasn't
contributing from the
beginning."
2:153(985:993) QQQ

Networking &
Designing Institutions:
Social networks are an
important aspect of SEU,
and their input and
involvement should be
sought early on in the
design process to aid the
design/creation of the
Institutional Design
Components [which are
what make the Spatial
Components resilient
and
'sustainable'/sustaining.
3:107(1656:1672) QQQ

5Communities of
Practice "So, to reach
these people, it's quite
good to have a network...
and that, I think, was
what the Patchwork
group was doing. They
found somebody and got
good ideas inside, and
then they say, 'What is
possible, and what's not
possible?' So if you
[weren't] using those
networks, [you] wouldn't
[have] got this idea."
3:96(1540:1560) QQQ

6Engaging academia
and encouraging open
and honest undertaking
and sharing of project-
specific research can
help dissuade
obstructionists, and build
support early on. E.g. the
Shanghai Conference.
3:101(1604:1605)

3Shared Vision/Goals:
"I wouldn't mind doing it
again, but I think you
should assess, just as the
Resilience Centre
started; we have to find
each other, to see: what's
in it for us? What [are]
the goals for this?" And,
(as I've heard in other
interviews) that having a
common, clear vision
um, for this diverse team
to work towards
together, is important.
3:60(846:850) QQQ

3:110(1688:1704) QQQ

12Qbook/Guiding
Vision: Creating a
guiding document/vision
statement, e.g. the
Qbook, can act as an
arbiter for settling
disputes among
designers and in
implementation/later
phases [Phil Bernstein's
knowledge graphic], and
for selecting the most
appropriate design
solutions.
3:126(198:216)

[Deviant Case]
Speaking from
Akademiska Hus'
perspective,
3:64(862:890) QQQ

5Starting point for
broader Societal
Transformation towards
SEU: "[Someone has] to
take the lead. Some
clients have to take the
lead, and you have to do it
in, I think, not the national
or global [level]. Think
global but act local. So I
think it's in the cities you
can make the changes...
And clients in the cities
have to take the lead and
show how you can change
it... and then the society
will follow. But of course,
at the same time you have
to have a pedagogical
task. So the university had
a pedagogical task to
show the society other
[alternatives]. So you
have to do it on several
[different levels at the
same time]. But I think it
must be on the local level
you can [start]. And with
some enthusiastic peoples,
of course... because you
have to be enthusiastic."
4:80(817:833) QQQ
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Theme (Code
Family): Best
Practices
(Condensed) Primary Docs

KIT KTH SRC SU Akademiska Hus

The Patchwork Peripheral

Codes Jonas Torsvall Hanna Erixon Lars Marcus Henrik Ernstson Stephan Barthel Johan Colding Olof Olsson Kersti Hedqvist Anders Rosqvist Jerker Nyblom

BP_Design
process

KIT's Design
Methodology using SEU
framework: (1)
Workshops with invited
experts to determine,
'Which services do we
want this area to produce?'
(2) Make a sketch of that,
and have more workshops
with other stakeholders
and ask the same
questions, i.e.
Performative Prototyping.
(3) Make a synthesis of all
sketches, using arrow
diagrams [Qbook Fig. 3.2-
4 & 4.5], identifying
relevant 'Design
Components', 'Actors', and
then 'Services Generated'.
(4) Apply Synthesis on
the local site: determine
where each service should
be produced, and where
each design component
needs to be. (5) Finally,
translate into a
proposal/more detailed
urban plan, with buildings
and streets and parks, etc.
5:100(501:517)

Performative Prototype:
Jonas describes the use of
prototyping to synthesize
Patchwork's discussions
in-between their meetings,
like visual meeting notes
that were shared at the
next meeting (seems to fit
Hanna's Performative
Prototype description and
Lars' Visual Comm.)
5:80(403:423)

5Dynamic System vs.
Static End-product: An
ongoing
involvement/research
could be incorporated into
the design, and role as a
designer. It would have to
be a formal arrangement
since it's unlikely
designers would volunteer
their time. [Relates to
Felson (2013), on the role
of urban ecologists in the
design process. Also
relates to Phil Bernstein's
knowledge graphic.]
5:170(1071:1085) QQQ

In addition to developing
physical forms, a SEU
design process should
include Processes &
Institutions leading to
(e.g. building material
supply chain) and
deriving from (e.g.
action potentials/Space
Syntax and
maintenance) these
forms. 5:191(551:577)

Problem Setup/Decision
Gradient: [i.e. Decision Gradient
(Felson, 2013)] 1:16(183:219)
QQQ & 1:18(233:257) QQQ

Performative Prototype:
Different from traditional
prototyping, a performative
prototype is a transformative tool
that will allow you to have a
dialogue which refines a design,
rather than a master pattern for
mass production. 1:14(171:179)
QQQ & 1:240(1537:1549)

Performative Prototype vs.
Design Thinking/Problem
Setup: Discussing Design
Thinking diagram, 1:24(441:449)
QQ

SEU Design methodology as
shown in Qbook/Principles, Fig.
4.5 (Rainbow Weave) & Fig. 3.4
(Complex ES-US Web): (1)
Identify ES & US, to make the
complex legible; (2) Filter desired
services through Spatial &
Institutional design components,
looking for synergies between
them (both services and design
components); (3) Investigate the
emergence of any new/novel
synergies, and re-evaluate the
problem setup (using
Performative Prototypes), i.e.
repeat in a spiraling process.
1:51(775:827) QQQ

2Internal and External
workshops: Internal workshops
were used for
knowledge/language co-creation
amongst the team; External
workshops were used to gather
input and stakeholder reactions to
the developing ARC proposal
from The Albano Conference [i.e.
a general audience] and
stakeholder workshops [i.e. focus
groups]. This Internal/External
validation should regularly inform
and guide the design process.
1:33(557:577)

Transdisciplinary: It can be
chaotic, and your views will be
questioned, but it can be a
rewarding and productive way of
working with complex urban
design problems. 1:35(593;605)
QQ

Qbook - Conceptual framework
vs. catalogue of designs: The
Principles of SEU is a framework
which can be applied to much
broader contexts than a university
campus, and can be used with
other design methods. The designs
it contains are conceptual and
specific to the Albano context,
and should be treated as such.
Future SEU design projects
should be derived from the
principles rather than the designs
for Albano, and must be
developed to be site-specific.
That's when they start working.
1:90(1029:1057)

Comprehensive Narratives:
Eurasian Jay example among
Patchwork members
1:59(851:873)

Building narratives is also design,
and a communications tool with
partners and stakeholders.
1:63(897:909) QQQ

Performative
Prototype: "You
know, this is where the
difficult would become
principles... you work
without the text. But
instead we had [a
revised plan] [...] and
then when we all
gathered [the next
time], we started
immediately to work
on that. It was taking
notes in forms rather
than in words. To my
mind it was absolutely
[key]- because
otherwise, I think [we
would have] never
generated a proposal if
we had been there [as]
only principle
academics talking
about things. [Or] it
would have generated
a very bad solution,
anyway. But this made
it work [more
intuitively], and the
project evolved and
became better and
better and more
worked through by
each step."
8:52(447:479) QQQ

Translating ES into
Spatial Structures: In
SEU, how you
translate ecosystem
processes into ES, and
then ES into Physical
Structures, is essential
and needs to be
negotiated or
empirically based, if
possible. [EcoProfiles
as a possible
solution/enhancement]
8:135(643:655) QQQ

Visual vs. Written
Comm.:
8:133(511:519) QQQ

SEU designs dynamic
processes vs.
Traditional Design
objects: 8:134(685)
QQQ

1Institutions as a
Design Component:
8:136(880:900) QQQ

3Transdisciplinary:
Importance of Internal
workshops &
Performative
Prototyping, "So I think
that was key, those kind
of workshops that we
had as a small group
[i.e. the Patchwork
team]. And I think that
was maybe the most
important. So we had
the group of 5 or 6, and
we were kind of
[figuring out] how do
you do these landscape
ecological networks.
And they [the
designers] could kind of
put that into a context;
the way that landscape
architects and architects
think, and of thinking
about the major city,
and how does it
connect. So kind of
working with architects
and their tools of
visualization, that was
really important as a
process." 6:21(157:169)
QQQ

Designers' Co-Author
Role: The role of
designers is becoming,
and should be, one of
working as coauthors
[or facilitators] bringing
in different views and
trying to be empathetic
and inclusive.
6:113(821:833) QQQ

Participatory
Considerations: "I do
believe we have this
strong belief today
around participation,
and that's a good thing.
That’s a good instinct.
But there's also
questions around who
can actually speak, and
who can be part of
those meetings, you
know? [...] You don't
need to recreate the
association of groups
that can speak from
different locations in
the city. They are
already there. [...] So
it's about a slower
process of working,
over a longer period of
time; how do they
articulate their
neighborhoods, and
what can be done with
them? That's a very
slow [process which]
requires resources and
to kind of learn to
unlearn, in order to
learn with them what is
that they would like to
have. Rather than
saying, 'Let's meet.' you
know?" 6:170(805:819)

(1) Problem Setup: Critical analysis
AND creative solutions. "For us, it was
about creating new ways of
understanding the challenges, and new
ways of creating solutions to those
challenges. For me, this was design...
creating a new understanding of the
challenges. That is a creative process.
This is the first creative part of the
process. The other creative part of the
process is to come up with solutions to
challenges. So it's a twofold process,
and you should be really careful about
both. Just going directly to the solutions
without having full understanding of the
challenges, I think you will [only] do
half the job." 7:62(299:319) QQQ

Resilient Design: "Resilience was
important to understand: that we're
dealing with a dynamic system. There’s
nothing static here. Everything is
dynamic, everything will change, and if
we don’t have sort of an understanding
about that, we will design crazy things.
[A] very clear outcome of that was to
have a energy solutions being adaptable
to technological innovations. So they
can be changed all the time, as you
know - any technology is so old in five
or six years. So to have the energy
system of a campus area built in a way
so that it can be changed as new
technological innovations are made all
the time. So it will always be top notch.
It will never be old. [...] In sort of 'smart
climate' designs, they use the latest
available technology, the best
technology that there is [at the time],
and they build it in. And it's going to
stay there for 30 or 40 years, or 50
years, or the whole lifetime of the
building because it's in-built, in-wired in
the building. You cannot exchange it
really." So a new sense of ownership
and use of technology, along the lines of
cradle-to-cradle thinking.
7:177(555:571) QQQ

Comprehensive Narratives: "For me,
it worked by storytelling. It worked by
translating complicated research
insights, and sort of dry, boring sort of
results into stories so that people outside
from our discipline could understand
what we're talking about. So for
instance, when we were explaining
[what] seed dispersal is and why it's
important for the oak regeneration of the
area, we told a story about the Eurasian
jaybird and how it needs both oak trees
for feeding and conifers trees for
nesting. And using that story, we could
explain the dynamics of the ecosystem
that the whole Albano site is situated in.
So that was one of the stories. So we
had many of these stories all the time.
Or we had stories about how resilience
works, what the ecosystem services are,
and so on. And we were using stories
the whole time, to get people interested
in our perspective. So the answer is
stories, narratives." 7:69(339:355)

"We were you know, meeting after
meeting, telling these narratives of how
the design elements worked, and that we
need to protect the design elements of
the vision. And it took many of them in
the end." 7:112(729)

2Problem Setup: The main point of SEU
and ecological design, "You really need to
build memory, in urban environments, of
the environment. So you have to build in
ecological knowledge sort of in the urban
environment, so that people actually can
experience nature in cities, and learn-
learning by doing, you know. Not from
sort of abstract theoretical knowledge, but
playing around in the urban environment
where nature is part of it. [...] But it's not
only backward memory, it’s also the
future. I mean, without ecosystems and
knowledge, and building up on knowledge
about the role of nature, human activity is
really, really vulnerable. So we need
always to remind ourselves that we are
part of nature." 9:182(703:707) QQQ

Conceptual and Explicit Design - How
to use the Qbook: Principles of SEU can
be used as a design methodology itself, or
to create a design brief for architects or
designers, to then take into their process.
9:183(757:759) QQ

(1) How to use Spatial Design
Components: Referring to the
Braiding/Rainbow diagram, Fig. 4.5, and
after ES/US have been chosen, "We
looked at [the design process] in two
ways: ES and Social Services, or Urban
Services. And we wanted to combine all
those... knitting them together, in the most
sort of empirical, smartest way. We could
see... that you can create process by
design. If you create a wall, then you can
stop a process by creating this wall. Or
you can also initiate a process by building
the wall. It has different functions of
course, and depending on what you want
to achieve with it. So physical [spatial]
design is one component that we really
used in order to shape processes, like
green roofs could be stepping stones for
species that could continue to move [and]
migrate in the area. And also the ideas that
Lars had, with the vision that you can
walk all the way from KTH to
[Stockholm] University, without crossing
roads and disturbing traffic. That was a
process of migration for humans, and
meeting places and things like that.
Cognitive space, you know, ...how you
experienced the whole environment.
That’s really key." 9:106(615:619) QQQ

(1) How to use Institutional Design
Components: 9:108(619:627) QQQ

10(2) Consulting Stakeholders: In a
sense, Patchwork treated stakeholders as
clients of ARC by inviting them to
participate in their workshops.
9:89(519:527) QQ

Comprehensive Narratives: "I
needed to understand because I
also needed to be able to defend
what they were doing towards
others, because this was a way
no one had been working like
this before. New ways [are]
always difficult, so [...] I really
had to understand this ecology,
system ecology thinking and to
be able to speak about it, [...]
translate it with other words to
make sure that people from
Akademiska Hus, Stockholm
University understood that."
2:49(465:481)

"Even though I was the client
and he [Anders Rosqvist] was
the builder, we worked as a
team because we realized [...]
when Länsstyrelsen was saying
no to this old plan, in 2009, that
we had to work in a completely
different way. We needed to
both work with the National
Urban Park, but we also have to
work more [strategically] with
our communication. And we
need to plant the picture of what
Albano is today, and what it is
going to be like. So we worked
very much with media. [...]
Because if you speak about the
National Urban Park, people
see, like, large, huge oaks and
beautiful landscape. Albano
today is gravel, I mean,
nothing's there. So we wanted to
plant the picture of today, and
we also wanted to tell everyone
what we wanted to do."
2:65(681:713)

Stakeholder Workshops,
Protecting the Vision/Involve
Decision Makers in Design
Process: "Thinking about it, we
didn't have so many uh... we
didn't have any workshop with,
for example, Akademiska
Hus/Stockholm University -
which probably we should have
had, because then we would
have had much more
commitment from Akademiska
Hus and Stockholm University.
I'm thinking... if you want to do
this again, make sure you have
the client and the builder with
you all the way. So, make sure
they have enough knowledge
[about your SEU design
process]." This would probably
speed up the knowledge
transfer, trust-building, and
decision making processes.
2:107(1089:1129)

(1) Creating a Project
Vision/Identity/Program:
The Qbook was a publicized
version of a design program,
in which AH collected all of
the Patchwork's input on the
SEU methodology/ARC
vision/project identity, for the
purposes of: internal
coherence/project
management/knowledge-
transmission through project
phases; and transparent
external communication with
interested parties about
AH/SU's intentions. "I think
that was a main reason. For all
projects you [do] this: you['ve]
got an idea, and then you put
the idea in some sort of
program or something. And
then you may take each
program for making solutions
- specific specifications,
drawings, etcetera, etcetera.
And then you do a practical
construction. So the Qbook is
the same sort of programming.
It’s another way to [make]
program." 3:10(234:252)
QQQ

Decision Gradient: In the
design phase of a proposal,
you can offer a spectrum of
solutions. Decisions on final
details come from discussions
in later phases. "So there are
solutions in-between these two
[regular lawns/management
and Active Ground]. But that
[decision] has to [come] in the
later phase. We cannot solve
this in the vision phase, that
was not the discussion."
However, this is where the
suggestion in the Nassauer
(2008) article, about
developing tiered levels of
ambition for design
goals/options, would prove
beneficial and clarifying.
3:144(1002:1006) QQQ

Comprehensive Narratives:
"The most difficult part was to
get legislation accept to build
here, because of National
Stads Park legislation. So we
[made] a lot of efforts to
communicate and inform
people that we were going to
do something really good. We
are not building barriers, we
are tearing down barriers. We
are making buildings with
green roofs, we are planting
trees so the small animals can
jump from tree to tree, and we
are creating new playgrounds
for frogs, [Comprehensive
Narratives] etcetera."
3:22(378:390)
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Appendix B - Examples of common interview quotes supporting findings in the Results

and Discussion sections

Table 5 A list of the Interviewees and their reference number to primary documents,

institution, profession with epistemology, and Patchwork membership status

Ref.
#

Name Institution Profession: Epistemology Patchwork
Member

7 Stephan Barthel SRC Ecologist: SES YES
9 Johan Colding SRC Ecologist: SES YES
6 Henrik Ernstson SRC Ecologist: SES; Political Ecology YES
8 Lars Marcus KTH Architecture: Urban Morphology; Space

Syntax
YES

1 Hanna Erixon KTH Architecture: Comprehensive Narratives YES
5 Jonas Torsvall KIT Architect YES
2 Kersti Hedqvist SU Administrator NO
10 Olof Olsson SRC Administrator NO
3 Anders Rosqvist AH Administrator NO
4 Jerker Nyblom AH Project Leader, Landscape Architect NO

Starting Points

SES Resilience: SEU’s core concepts: “They need to understand what's behind the concept:

that nature environments provide human wellbeing, even in cities. This was important for

them to understand. Resilience was important to understand, that we're dealing with a

dynamic system. There’s nothing static here. Everything is dynamic, everything will change,

and if we don’t have an understanding about that, we will design crazy things."

7:96(553:555)

"I remember in the very beginning we had, I think, at least 1 or 2 workshops when we

divided into groups, where we had a designer and [an] ecologist in every group, and then we

started kind of sketching together. But then, after that, it was more that we had meetings, all

of us, and talked about the project; all kinds of... everything came up during this meeting.

And then the design team, kind of the designers, which was KIT and I, sat and worked with

the design, and then we had a meeting again, with the whole group. And then people

responded to that design." 1:11(115:119)
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Defining and Co-creating concepts: "Defining all the concepts used in a really careful way

[capturing] the hidden meaning behind the concepts. And when that happened we were able

to communicate just using the concepts. For instance, keystone species was one... resilience,

ecosystem services, all those concepts, we needed to talk about and explain what they were

about in order for them [the non-ecologists] to understand. And vice versa. We needed to

understand how they were thinking about urban form and walkability, which all made sense

to us really quickly - you take the fastest path. You need to have sights and lines in order to

have stuff like that. So [define core concepts] by talking to each other, and listening, and not

trying to prove that you're right but really trying to learn what others are talking about."

7:154(255:263)

"I think it would be a good thing to have a policy, or a target, or a goal, in a group to create a

mutual understanding of complicated concepts. Or create your own concepts that you can

agree upon the meaning of them. I think that is key in transdisciplinary work. And also from

that can come the creation of a new language and new concepts. That can create a new

direction in research and knowledge production, I think." 7:59(279:287)

Project Site & Context: "In Albano we had a pressure because of this National Urban Park...

but you don’t [always] have that kind of pressure in other parts. [People tend to be] more

concerned about their local environment, and that can mean that you have a pressure [i.e. a

driver] to work with these kind of principles also, here in Sweden. But you need to have that

kind of pressure I think because if you don’t have the pressure, you do as you have always

done. That's the easiest thing." 2:134(1459:1479)

"In this area [Albano], it was easy in one way because you had sort of a gravel space, and you

had greenery, trees around it. So you could make an area that was contributing [ES], because

it wasn't contributing from the beginning." 2:153(985:993)
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Creating a Shared Vision: "Of course you need to have a relevant problem to solve as well;

like we have biodiversity crisis, we have climate change. […] it needs to be a relevant

challenge, I think, [...] and sharing of that this is essential, to mobilize around because 'we're

gonna solve this, this, this.' And of course, if you can do it in an integrated way, combining

social challenges together with ecological ones, then you're really successful." 9:56(315:331)

"We immediately could see that we shared an interest in how you can actually shape

processes. And of course they were more interested in social processes, with urban design,

shaping it. And of course, we were more interested in how you actually can create processes

for [...] ecology, and ecosystem services by urban design. So we had sort of similar interests

there, and we could combine it in a unique way." 9:18(95:99)

"Our project wouldn't [have gone] to shanghai if it wasn't for a network from the Resilience

Centre, with the people in the academic circles, etc. And of course [when] people here who

are against this reads about this in academic papers and etc., they start thinking, 'Yeah,

maybe, maybe we shall start rethinking about this. Maybe we can find some [acceptable

solution]?'" (Kersti and Jerker also mention this) 3:101(1604:1605)

"[We were] creating trust outside of the group, between the patchwork group and the rest of

all the players in the system. And that trust building was made because we were leaning

towards our organizations. We come [with the] reputation of Stockholm resilience Centre,

and reputation of KTH School of Architecture. Those reputations, we were using them

heavily. We were drawing on that reputation heavily to create trust. So, trust building was

absolutely crucial. I mean we were sort of, 'We're just normal people. We’re telling you this

is the way you should do it.' and they say 'Why?' 'Because we come from this top notch

[institution], this is the best sustainability university in the world. You should listen to us.

We’re using Ostrom's work, [and] she won a Nobel Prize in economics. [There] might be

something there for you to learn.' We didn’t use those words but we're heavily drawing on the

trust capital of our institutions." 7:101(595:603)
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Problem Setup: "So it's a twofold process, and you should be really careful about both. Just

going directly to the solutions without having full understanding of the challenges, I think

you will [only] do half the job." 7:62(299:319)

"Usually in these nature-urban questions, I think it becomes very polarized between nature

issues and urban issue. And then, if you just kind of talk about them, you almost just repeat

these dichotomies. When you use a design-based approach, at least you have the opportunity

to not just copy these ways of thinking. You can reframe the problem setup... A good design

process has this ability for, I think, reformulating the problem setup and kind of investigating

potential." 1:16(183:219)

Landscape Focus: "[Involve] the landscape early in the project, using it more as a kind of

generative and strategic element. Because I think as it is done now, it's often that everything

else comes first, and then you try to fix or adjust, or these aspects come in [and] you try to

evaluate the version that makes the least harm. Like this [...] miljoconsequence beskrivning;

to make an environmental [impact report]. [It's like a checklist] and you evaluate that, ‘Ok,

these species will be lost here.’ and then you try to see [...] are there species that are so

valuable we can't build this? And it becomes an either/or question [going back to the problem

setup dichotomy]." 1:154(1719:1749)

"We start with the question 'Which services do we want this area to produce? Which

ecological services, which urban services.' and then decide which actors and which

components do we need for this to happen." 5:52(243)

Windows of Opportunity & Transformative Events: "A lot of research going on, on

different aspects of this [project]. So there were interested partners out there, with everyone

coming in with their own perspective into this. But I think at least that was an effect of the

conference, that we brought a lot of these different views together, and find an arena to

discuss them together. And I remember now also, these environmental groups were also on

the conference. They were invited, and when we presented our perspective, I think they were

reassured that this looked very trustworthy or serious." 10:50(571:593)
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"Even though I was the client and he [Anders Rosqvist] was the builder, we worked as a team

because we realized [...] when Länsstyrelsen was saying no to this old plan in 2009 that we

had to work in a completely different way. We needed to both work with the National Urban

Park, but we also have to work more [strategically] with our communication. And we need to

plant the picture of what Albano is today, and what it is going to be like. So we worked very

much with media. [...] Because if you speak about the National Urban Park, people see, like,

large, huge oaks and beautiful landscape. Albano today is gravel, I mean, nothing's there. So

we wanted to plant the picture of today, and we also wanted to tell everyone what we wanted

to do." 2:65(681:713)

SEU Transformation: “Think global but act local. So I think it's in the cities you can make

the changes... And clients in the cities have to take the lead and show how you can change

it... and then the society will follow. But of course, at the same time you have to have a

pedagogical task. So the university had a pedagogical task to show the society other

[alternatives]. So you have to do it on several [different levels at the same time]. But I think it

must be on the local level you can [start]. And with some enthusiastic peoples, of course...

because you have to be enthusiastic." 4:80(817:833)

"[In Europe] every sort of pubic authority today, and organizations; they are sort of required

to, for example, take ES into account from governmental directives, in all kinds of decision

making. And also reaching the environmental targets, you know, the 16 targets? So they are

really keen of having new ideas, and also how can we do things differently.” 9:141(839:851)
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Design Process

The SEU Methodology: "The idea is that: first, we have a set of workshops, perhaps one

with invited experts, where we determine, 'Which services do we want this area to produce?'

[Afterwards] we make a sketch of that, and we might have another workshop with other

stakeholders and ask the same questions, more or less. Then we make a synthesis, which

looks a little bit like the arrow diagrams you see in the Qbook [Fig. 3.2-4], where we have

'Design Components', and then we have 'Actors', and then we have the 'Services Generated'.

So we produce that one, and then we apply that on the local site. Then we determine which

services should be produced where, and which design components needs to be put in where.

And after that, we start turning it into a regular urban plan, with buildings and streets and

parks, and all these things we have. That's more or less the methodology." 5:100(501:517)

"I think it's kind of true how it happened (referring to Fig. 4.5, Principles of Social-Ecological

Urbanism); and also, these are good... also (Fig. 3.2-4, ibid) to show [the complexity]. The

filtering of [the services] through some kind of system: trying to go back to this idea of the

problem setup, and then trying to heighten that level- to demand more from what comes out.

So we use this concept of ES and added Urban-system Services, even though I think it's

difficult to draw them apart. But we did so in order to make it more legible, for ourselves and

for others. Then we had these ['Spatial' and 'Institutional'] design components... [which] we

needed to kind of filter [the services] through..." 1:51(775:827)

(1) Stakeholder Workshops & Finding Communities of Practice: "So, to reach these

people, it's quite good to have a network... and that, I think, was what the Patchwork group

was doing. They found somebody and got good ideas inside, and then they say, 'What is

possible, and what's not possible?' So if you [weren't] using those networks, [you] wouldn't

[have] got this idea." 3:96(1540:1560)

"Our whole idea was very much taken from our research, especially Johan’s and Stephan’s

research. Stephan’s was around allotment gardeners, and kind of these communities of

practice. And the reason why they start learning and they have this in-depth, textured

understanding of ecological dynamics, which is knowing the species but actually knowing
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something more, [the processes] - it's because they [were] entitled, somehow, to the land. So

they kind of, the theory goes, then you invest some more. You know you're gonna be there

for 25 years. And through that collectivity, and that sense of ownership, something else starts

happening. That was one of the building components for the idea [ARC]." 6:77(529:545)

“And that fitted really nice with the ideas that the architects had: that it should be populated

this area all the time, even during night. If we involve people that are doing this on sort of a

free time basis, and we can have cultivation sites, they will populate it. [...] So, it started that

way and we hope that the area will be managed by different stakeholder groups, in order to

create diversity, instead of having only one manager, [...] and that in itself creates sort of a

participatory [environment]." 9:44(243:259)

"I do believe we have this strong belief today around participation, and that's a good thing.

That’s a good instinct. But there's also questions around who can actually speak, and who can

be part of those meetings, you know? [...] You don't need to recreate the association of groups

that can speak from different locations in the city. They are already there. [...] So it's about a

slower process of working, over a longer period of time; how do they articulate their

neighborhoods, and what can be done with them? That's a very slow [process which] requires

resources and to kind of learn to unlearn, in order to learn with them what is that they would

like to have. Rather than saying, 'Let's meet.' you know?" 6:170(805:819)

"Thinking about it, we didn't have so many uh... we didn't have any workshop with, for

example, Akademiska Hus/Stockholm University - which probably we should have had,

because then we would have had much more commitment from Akademiska Hus and

Stockholm University. I'm thinking... if you want to do this again, make sure you have the

client and the builder with you all the way. So, make sure they have enough knowledge

[about your SEU design process]." This would probably speed up the knowledge transfer,

trust-building, and decision making processes. 2:107(1089:1129)
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(2) Comprehensive Narratives: "And that story [about the Eurasian Jay] was so legible and

easy, and it really spoke about, I mean, the fundamental aspects of systems ecology. I

remember one of these... Kersti Hedqvist. She was presenting the project in some context, I

don't remember when. And she spoke about this bird, and she knew everything about this

bird. And Jonas, who's an architect, talked- like, used these words from ecology. And I think

the other way around, uh, the kind of designs, and these ways of framing them easier, were

picked up by, for example, Stephan and Johan and Henrik. So these kind of narratives about

what we were doing was used. And also used as, maybe, pedagogical tools." 1:59(851:873)

"I needed to understand because I also needed to be able to defend what they were doing

towards others, because this was a way no one had been working like this before. New ways

[are] always difficult, so [...] I really had to understand this ecology, system ecology thinking

and to be able to speak about it, [...] translate it with other words to make sure that people

from Akademiska Hus, Stockholm University understood that." 2:49(465:481)

“We needed to both work with the National Urban Park, but we also have to work more

[strategically] with our communication. And we need to plant the picture of what Albano is

today, and what it is going to be like. So we worked very much with media [Svenska

Dagbladet]. [...] Because if you speak about the National Urban Park, people see, like, large,

huge oaks and beautiful landscape. Albano today is gravel, I mean, nothing's there. So we

wanted to plant the picture of today, and we also wanted to tell everyone what we wanted to

do." 2:65(681:713)

"The most difficult part was to get legislation accept to build here, because of National Stads

Park legislation. So we [made] a lot of efforts to communicate and inform people that we

were going to do something really good. We are not building barriers, we are tearing down

barriers. We are making buildings with green roofs, we are planting trees so the small

animals can jump from tree to tree, and we are creating new playgrounds for frogs,

[Comprehensive Narratives] etcetera." 3:22(378:390)
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"We were you know, meeting after meeting, telling these narratives of how the design

elements worked, and that we need to protect the design elements of the vision. And it took

many of them in the end." 7:112(729)

"For me, it worked by storytelling. It worked by translating complicated research insights,

and sort of dry, boring sort of results into stories so that people outside from our discipline

could understand what we're talking about. So for instance, when we were explaining [what]

seed dispersal is and why it's important for the oak regeneration of the area, we told a story

about the Eurasian jaybird and how it needs both oak trees for feeding and conifers trees for

nesting. And using that story, we could explain the dynamics of the ecosystem that the whole

Albano site is situated in. So that was one of the stories. So we had many of these stories all

the time. Or we had stories about how resilience works, what the ecosystem services are, and

so on. And we were using stories the whole time, to get people interested in our perspective.

So the answer is stories, narratives." 7:69(339:355)

"You really have to communicate what [you are] talking about. For example, what is

resilience? What is ES? [...] So that's critical actually, that you make people understand what

you are doing in a simple way, and I think most people can understand these ideas,"

9:73(453:455)

(2) Performative Prototypes: "I think the narratives, and also [...] our trying to translate

those, or use those different concepts in the design. And maybe you didn't have to be familiar

with the concepts in order to understand the designs. You could, just, more understand, or

not. You saw it, and then you could react to it. I think that also was a way [that] the designs

helped, to kind of translate those [SEU/SES principles]." 1:240(1537:1549)

“[In-between our initial meetings] we sort of synthesized what we had been talking about into

a sketch, and this was mainly because everything becomes much clearer when you have it on

paper, or in a model [i.e. Performative Prototype]. I mean, when you are discussing you can

use words, but words can have unclear meaning. [The] same word can mean something for
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one person, and another thing for another person. But when you put it down on paper, it

becomes very clear and then people can react, 'No, no, no! That’s not at all what I meant. Oh,

ok, I meant sort of like that, but this has to be there, and this measurement here has to be a lot

bigger. But this can be smaller.' It's a very productive way of working. That's sort of a

standard way of working architects.” 5:80(403:423)

"You know, this is where the difficult would become principles... you work without the text.

But instead we had [a revised plan] [...] and then when we all gathered [the next time], we

started immediately to work on that. It was taking notes in forms rather than in words. To my

mind it was absolutely [key] - because otherwise, I think [we would have] never generated a

proposal if we had been there [as] only principle academics talking about things. [Or] it

would have generated a very bad solution, anyway. But this made it work [more intuitively],

and the project evolved and became better and better and more worked through by each step."

8:52(447:479)

(3) Designing Institutions: “But this was one thing that really connected also, between the

two research fields: [the realization] that urban form is always embedded in an institutional

structure. And that I think is also one of these important things for an architect, because I

think there's a tendency in architecture to not see the institutions at all." 8:136(880:900)

“But then you had ideas about importance of having local institutions, involvement of local

people that had their rules for how to cultivate, or how to manage an area […] and integrating

informal institutions and informal management was really key also. And how do you do that?

Well, you can’t only have one property right regime, you can have different [ones] and create

urban commons, for example. You can have some private parcels, you can have some public,

but also common managed lands. So, we actually only employed these urban forms and

institutions that were the mediators, or means of achieving social and ecological processes.”

9:108(619:627)
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(3) Synthesis of Spatial and Institutional Design Components: “And then, you could say,

'Well that's not possible.' and it probably isn't. But then you sit there, and you have this

complexity as a design, and you try to find [synergies]; and through that, the more

challenging the problem is, the more innovative you have to be... And [if it] goes in the end,

we could find maybe perhaps even other services. So again, it kind of feeded back [into] what

the problem was, and what it should do. So I think that's really a key in these projects: to try

to find ways to design for complexity." 1:51(775:827)

"[The design process is] a way to shape the physical environment, in order for it to make

possible certain... events and actions. And you can, also, expand it further, to say that you are

designing, or you are shaping not only the physical environment but also the processes

leading up to this shape. For example, if you decide to use a certain building material, you'd

make that choice as a designer. This also means that there's a whole back-process in order for

that material to (taps desk) come there. That's also, actually, part of the design phase... [Even

after a design is constructed], of course that's the most important phase; when it's there, it's

gonna be used, and it's gonna be maintained. And hopefully improved over the years. And we

also tried to involve that phase more in this social-ecological design approach than is

common because we made the users an important part of the management." 5:191(551:577)

(5) Design Logic & Project Identity: "it was a way to kind of build the design logic and the

identity, because I think that's a huge, important aspect of design; to find this way, an identity

and a legibility that you can [share with others] - and I think also, especially in this kind of

projects that include many different stakeholders and many different researchers. And you

need it also internally, to talk about the project. It's kind of the core narrative of the project."

1:97(1137:1145)

"I think really good design is... just cuts through that [pleasing everyone], and it has its own

voice; taking a stance, but also it's its own thing that actually talks back to you. And I think

how it was a design during the project, I think [that] is really at the core of this [...] the more

it gets developed, it starts talking back to you. Almost like a [feedback]... like its own unique

thing out there - that it's so much more than an organizer of voices." 1:146(1645:1673)
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"Resilience was important to understand: that we're dealing with a dynamic system. There’s

nothing static here. Everything is dynamic, everything will change, and if we don’t have sort

of an understanding about that, we will design crazy things. [A] very clear outcome of that

was to have energy solutions being adaptable to technological innovations. So they can be

changed all the time, as you know - any technology is so old in five or six years. So to have

the energy system of a campus area built in a way so that it can be changed as new

technological innovations are made all the time. So it will always be top notch. It will never

be old.” 7:177(555:571)

(5) Protecting the Vision: "I think that was a main reason. For all projects you [do] this:

you['ve] got an idea, and then you put the idea in some sort of program or something. And

then you may take each program for making solutions - specific specifications, drawings,

etcetera, etcetera. And then you do a practical construction. So the Qbook is the same sort of

programming. It’s another way to [make] program." 3:10(234:252)




